
BY THE COMPTROI I FR GENERAL 

Congress 
OF THE UNITED STATES 

The Effectiveness Of The 
Defense Contract Audit Agency 
Can Be Improved 

This report on the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency is the fifth in a series of reports on 
Department of Defense audit organizations. 
The magnitude of the Agency’s responsi- 
bility is reflected by the cost of Defense 
contracting--$96 billion in fiscal 1977. 

GAO reviewed the work of the Agency and 
found that often it is not given enough time 
to do an effective audit and sometimes is 
not allowed access to contractor records 
needed to perform an effective audit. Also, 
contracting officers frequently do not con- 
sider the Agency’s findings when negotiating 
contract prices. 

The report, which was made at the request 
of the Chairman, Subcommittee on Legisla- 
tion and National Security, House Commit- 
tee on Government Operations, makes sev- 
eral recommendations which should help the 
Agency to become more effective in its 
auditing role. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548 

B-134192 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report, the fifth and final report of a series on 
Department of Defense audit activities, describes ways the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency can improve its contract audit- 
ing. 

We made this review as part of our current effort to 
expand and strengthen audit activities in Government depart- 
ments and agencies and also at the request of the Chairman, 
Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security, House 
Government Operations Committee. As requested by the Subcom- 
mittee Chairman, the report is being issued without agency 
comments. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Director, 
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretary of Defense; 
and the Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency. 

Sincerely yours, 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 
REPORT TO'THE CONGRESS DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY 

CAN BE IMPROVED 

D I GE-S T -----_ 

The Defense Contract Audit Agency is the \ 
only Defense audit organization designated !' - 
to perform audits of Defense contracts. z The 
Agency's work is generally rated high by 
users of its products, but our review dis- s 
closed problems that occur using the Ag_e_nxcxJs _-......------ _ -..___ ____ _.. . 
yL?!sJ and those problems tend to i-ma.e the 
co,s,t-.o.f __ Go.vernm.ent procurement. GAO found .--._.. l__~ -I.-- .cw.- w,--... -.,_ 
that: 

--Contracting officers do not always use the 
work the Agency provides them with and 
when they do not, it often results in higher 
costs to the Government. 

--The Agency has more work than it can do. 
This fact, coupled with time constraints 
imposed by contracting officers, sometimes 
leads to substandard work. 

--Despite Government procurement regulations, 
the Defense Contract Audit Agency does not 
always have access to all of the contrac- 
tor's records needed to make an effective 
audit. 

--Defective pricing reviews, which we have ---. 
found worthwhile, are given a low priority 

,./' I' 
c 

by the Agency. 

--Contracting officers do not provide ade- 
quate feedback on DCAA reports to allow 
DCAA to improve its service, and DCAA does 
not adequately follow up on reports it 
issues. 

Recommendations to the 
Secretary of Defense 

To promote better service by the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency and to promote better .y 
use of its audit findings by contracting ,f 
officers, the Secretary of Defense should: 
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efficials-to beg i;T”,“‘,F; ,I,,” 

feedb$c_k Anformation 
s: Fidn Regulation and needed by 

-Direct coanizant rsrocurement mana 

c$tract auditors. 

irect irect the Director of the Age.n,cy the Director of the Age.n,cy to estab- to estab- ,,. ,,. 
ish ish 

_- ,,,.,,,” ,,,, “,.““I,I*I,“YIYI-I ,,,,, “,,,1 ,.., “I, ..,, ,,ll,,,,l,,,llll/I,., /II. “I 1/1” 1,.1,,,,11,,. _- ,,,.,,,” ,,,, “,.““I,I*I,“YIYI-I ,,,,, “,,,1 ,.., “I, ..,, ,,ll,,,,l,,,llll/I,., /II. “I 1/1” 1,.1,,,,11,,. 
a more aggres a more aggres ve system of appropriate ve system of appropriate 

followup procedure followup procedure including phone contacts including phone contacts 
and personal visit and personal visit to obtain negotiation to obtain negotiation 

\ /, results. 

-Modify &&Y existing policy and directive 
to require the reporting, through separate 
channels alfeady established, of matters 
on which auditors and contracting officers 
disagree. 

-+irect the Agency to more faithfully follow 
its procedures for reporting significant 
matters and concurrently report these matters 
to internal audit organizations as they occur. 

,_,I' 
Al~d, the Secretary of Defense"-~~,~-~~.d..-."d~~,,r~e~~~t 

Def ense-‘~~~a’ct’A~~~~~~n~.,~ ,,,,,,,,,, t,,o ,,.,,,,, de termine ” I,” ,,,, * ,,,,,,,,,,,,, .11,,1”,,“,“,“‘,““” h~‘“t”~re’~~~~~~--~~~-,.,~~~~ward audits at which 

it is cost effective to do preaward work in 
preference to,other priority work the Agency 
has to do. 

To allow the Defense Contract Audit Agency 
to have all the data it needs to do an effec- 

/ 

tive job, we recommend that the Secretaxy of -“-*IUIsh”,, ,, 
/ ,I,, ~v~~e~! 

,,, ,,111 ,,/,. iWl-+--- 

-Direct .p~~u~“~~~...,...rnanagernent .,_,, of_f..i..c..ia..L..s -~-.~~~~YI.wII ,,,l,,,y I,.,,, _ I,,,,.. 111 
to conform to the current Defense Acquisi- 
tion Regulation and established procedures 
and to provide the Agency with the oppor- 
tunity to review unaudited and unsupported 
costs that were not available at the time 
of initial audit but were available prior 
to negotiation. 

--Direct procurement management officials to r e v i Sk .-Eh e’--FKp’a f~~r~~r,“,p~ov2B’e”” ‘,“yb ,, 
the Agency when access to records prob- 
lems are encountered and to aggressively 
conform to the Defense Acquisition Regu- 
lation in this regard. 
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ct the Director of the AJ~y -'--y--.--e to cease 
ering into agreements with contractors 

for future access to needed contractor data. 

equire procurement management officials 
o provide technical evaluations to the 
gency for review and inclusion in their 

reports or as supplements to them. 

The Defense Contract Audit Agency gives low 
priority to defective pricing -reviews-of ~-_yzL___y_II___l__~/I.s.- _I__y_x_~ 

/cost or pricing data submitted in proposals 
in accordance with Public Law 87-653. The 
Secretary o-&Qe&ez~V2&~~heDefense - 
Contract Audit Agency to review itu-r&ri.tis ----I ___",., CY,,,"~". ~ I.".j ..,.,yw*li f.,. I...--------~---- 
to see 1'Fiiore wor.k..should be done in this -.-,-~- *iv II.-.I-I-I-I-YC~",~Y__ 
audit area 

Yw-I--Amq 
,.& 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

Tear Sheet 

In accordance with the request of the Chairman, 
Subcommittee on Legislation and National 
Security, House Committee on Government Opera- 
tions, we did not discuss the conclusions and 
recommendations in this report with officials 
of the Department of Defense. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the fifth in a series of reports on the results 
of our reviews of audit organizations in the-Department of 
Defense (DOD). This review was made at th<%equea of the 

overnmen 

established 
control of the Secretary of 

Defense l/, is one of five professional audit organizations 
in the Department of Defense and the only one designated 
by the Department to perform audits of Defense contracts. 
Its responsibility is a significant one because of the magni- 
tude of Defense contracting. In this respect, during fiscal 
1976, Federal agencies awarded contracts and placed orders 
with contractors for over $61 billion in supplies, services, 
and equipment. The major portion of this amount was spent by 
DOD and the military services. Earlier, we reported to the 
Congress (PSAD-77760, Jan. 18, 1977) that procurement of 147 
major defen? systems acquisitions alone would cost about 
$243 billion on completion. 

During fiscal 1977, DCAA issued about 48,800 reports 
to DOD and civil agency contracting officers. DCAA evalua- 
tions and audits covered contract proposals totaling $96 
billion and cost reimbursement claims worth $28 billion. 
The Agency reported taking exception to almost $9 billion 
in proposed and claimed costs and reported net savings to 
the Government of $2.1 billion. 

DCAA's ,headquarters is located in Alexandria, Virginia. 
Its operations are performed at 6 regional offices and 373 
field audit offices located throughout the United States 
and overseas. As of September 30, 1977, the agency had an 
assigned strength of 3,299, including 2,727 professional 
and ,572 administrative staff members. As with all other 
Defense audit organizations, staffing levels in DCAA have 
gradually declined in the last several years while the Agen- 
cy's budget and workload have gradually increased. 

L/Recently, the, Secretary delegated these responsibilities 
,to the -Assistant Secretary,of Defense (Comptroller). 
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CONTRACT AtiD INTERNAL AUDITS 
1; it; ,, 

ARE SEPARATE FUNCTIONS IN DOD 

(, 

II’ 

DCAA has an audit role unlike the other four audit orga- 
nizations in the Department of Defense. A/ The other audit 
organizations are essentially internal audit agencies. The 
internal auditor's job is to independently and. objectively 
analyze, review, and evaluate existing procedures and activi- 
ties; to report on conditions found; and whenever deemed 
necessary, to recommend changes or other action for manage- 
ment and operating officials to consider. The scope of inter- 
nal audit is to be unlimited a,nd includes all department and 
agency program operations and activities. 

Contract auditing as practiced in DOD is more special- 
ized. The purpose of contract auditing is to help procure- 
ment and contract administration management achieve the objec- 
tive of prudent contracting by providing them with financial 
information and advice on proposed or existing contracts and 
contractors, as appropriate. The contract audit agency's 
audit services are used in connection with the negotiation, 
administration, and settlement.of contract payments or prices 
which are based on cost, both incurred and estimated, or on 
cost analysis. The Agency also provides contract audit ser- 
vices, on a reimbursable basis, to other Government agencies, 
such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
and the Department of Transportation. 

Prior to the creation of the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency in 1965, all contract auditing in DOD was performed by 
the military audit agencies. In the Air Force and Navy, in- 
ternal audit and contract audit functions were a separate but 
integral part of the audit agencies of those services. In the 
Army, however, an integrated audit approach was used in which 
the agency audited both the contractor's records and the ac- 
tivities' and procurement management's use of audit reports. 
With the creation of DCAA, contract and internal audit func- 
tions were completely separated; the Agency was made explicitly 
responsible for contract audit. DCAA auditors are viewed both 
by\ procurement management and themselves as part of the pro- 
curement management team even though organizationally, they 
are a separate agency reporting to the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Comptroller). (See app. IV.) 

&/The Defense Audit Service and the Army, Navy, and Air 
Force Audit Agencies. 
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DCAA DOES SEVERAL KII;DS OF,REVIEWS 

In carrying out its responsibilities, DCAA perfoi,;..:, 
in five major audit areas: 

--Preaward.. Audits that are generally required by reg- 
ulation if any contractor price proposal is valued at 
$100,000 or more , :based on cost or pricing data. 

--Incurred costs. Reviews that are designed to assure 
procurement officials that costs incurred under and 
charged to specific contracts, as evidenced by con- 
tractor claim representations, are allowable, allo- 
cable, and reasonable. 

--Defective pricing. Selective postaward reviews of 
contract actions made to ensure that accurate, com- 
plete, and current cost or pricing data were submitted 
by contractors in accordance with requirements of 
Public Law 87-653. 

--Cost accounting standards. Audit activities required 
in connection with DOD implementation of standards 
promulgated by the Cost Accounting Standards Board 
establishe,d by Public Law 91-379. 

--Special audits. Other ef,forts, such as equitable 
adjustment and progress payments, which are generally 
performed as a result of a specific request. 

Within boundaries, the Agency is free to prescribe the 
scope of audit of a contractor's proposal. The Defense Acqui- 
sition Regulation provides that the contracting officer estab- 
lish the due date for receipt of the auditor's report and allow 
as much time as possible for the audit work. The auditors may 
request additional time, but whether it is granted is at the 
discretion of the contracting officer. The regulation also 
provides that the audit scope of a contract proposal must 
be determined by, and is the responsibility of, the contract 
auditor, whp must include in ,the audit report any areas 
selected by the 'contracting officer. 

DCAA reports its audit results as "questioned costs," 
"unsupported costs," "cost avoidance," or "unresolved costs." 
Questioned. costs are reported when the contract costs are not 
considered addeptable. Costs may be identified as unacceptable 
underthe contract terms, statute, public policy, applicable 
Government regulations, or legal advice. 

., questioned whi,ch, 
Costs may also be 

although.not,specificakly unacceptable for 
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the above reasons, are determined to be unreasonable in amount, 
contrary to generally accepted accounting principles, not 
properly allowable to the contract, or contrary to technical 
and engineering advice. 

The Agency reports "unsupported costs" when the contrac- 
tor does not furnish sufficient documentary evidence to en- 
able the auditor to reach a definitive conclusion. The Agency 
recommends a "cost avoidance" when needed improvements are 
perceived in the economy and efficiency of contractor opera- 
tions. Finally, DCAA will report costs as unresolved when an 
audit conclusion cannot be reached by the due date because an 
assist audit by another agency office has not been received. 

DCAA's direct audit effort is distributed approximately 
as indicated below. 

Direct Contract Audit ' 
Effort for FY 1977 

Category Percent 

Preaward audits 44 
Incurred cost audits 33 
Cost accounting standards reviews 8 
Special audits 7 
Operational audits 6. 
Defective pricing 2 

* 
Total 100 z 

DCAA'S WORK GENERALLY RATED 
HIGH BUT SOME PROBLEMS EXIST 

Much of DCAA's work is used by contracting officers', so 
we queried them and other users about their satisfaction or 
lack of satisfaction with DCAA's work. Seventy-two percent 
felt the audit reports were good, 21 percent felt they were 
fair, and 7 percent felt they were poor. 

According to our review, less than half of the users 
are satisfied with the lack of timeliness of reports, a situa- 
tion which most blame on heavy contract audit workload, lack 
of audit staff, and complexity of contrgctor accounting sys- 
tems. Approximately two-thirds of the users are satisfied 
with the adequacy of support for the Agency's conclusions and 
recomm,endations, while one-third consider them to be marginal. 



Although those who use DCAA's work rate it as reasonably 
effective overall, our review disclosed some problems in us- 
ing it in the procurement process. These problems tend to 
increase Government procurement costs. The scope of our re- 
view did not permit us to estimate how much the costs in- 
creased, but, based on the cases we studied, we believe that 
the amount is sizable. Specifically, we found that: 

--Contracting officers do not always use DCAA's work 
and when they do not, higher costs to the Government 
often result. 

--DCAA has more work than it can do. This fact, coupled 
with time constraints imposed by contracting officers, 
sometimes leads to substandard work. 

--Despite Government procurement regulations to the 
contrary, DCAA does not always get access to all of 
the contractor's records it needs to make an effec- 
tive audit. 

--Reviews of defective pricing which we have found worth- 
while, are given a low priority by' DCAA. 
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CONTRACTING OFFICERS DO NOT ALWAYS USE 

DCAA'S FINDINGS 

Defense procurement policies require that contracting 
officers consider DCAA auditors' recommendations in the 
pricing actions of Defense contracts. We found a number 
of 'cases in which the record showed no indication that 
consideration was givento important DCAA audit recommenda- 
tions that involved sizable sums of moneyti Unless the 
contracting officers use DCAA findings in the pricing proc- 
ess, DCAA's audit work is not effective and the Government 
is not likely to get the best prices for the items DOD buys. 

EXAMPLES OF OCCASIONS 
DCAA'S WORK WAS NOT USED 

Some examples follow of cases in which the record 
indicates that DCAA findings were not properly considered. 

--In November 1973, prior to negotiations, contract 
auditors advised Air Force officials that, contrary 
to contract provisions, a contractor was charging 
prices for aircraft purchases that were $1.5 million 
in excess of those charged to the contractor's most 
favored customers. Despite this information, the 
contracting officer negotiated the contract price 
without regard for the auditor's findings. Air Force 
,officials met with contractor representatives after 
negotiation and award of ,the contract but determined 
that no further effort to obtain credits from the 
contractor would.be made. The amounts negotiated 
totaled $226.3 million. The contract auditors believed 
they had rio further responsibility for following up on 
the contracting officer's actions and the matter was 
dropped. We reported th.e matter to the Secretary of 
Defense in December 1974, and in July 1976, the Air 
Force advised us that it had settled with the contractor 
for the cash amount ,of $4.4 million. 

--In February 1978, we advised the Secretary of Defense 
that a Navy contracting.officer had failed to follow 
the contract auditor's advice *regarding the procure- 
ment of two submarine tenders. His failure to follow 
that advice resulted in a price increase of $3.9 
million in the.contract target price. The contracting 
officer had not considered DCAA's recommendation even 
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though the contract auditors had based their recommen- 
dations on their recent experience in dealing with 
that contractor in constructing several vessels. 

-In September 1976, DCAA issued a report disallowing 
$145,000 claimed under a cost type contract. The 
contractor, a closely held corporation with only four 
stockholders who were all members of the same family, 
had claimed what DCAA called excessive and unreasonable 
pension and education expenses during a 2-year period. 
According to DCAA, the pension plan did not become 
effective until after the contractor received its 
first cost-plus-fixed-fee contract with the Government. 
The plan initially covered only the contractor and 
his wife who was not on the payroll until that year. 
Also compensation for the owners substantially in- 
creased coincident with the award of the first cost 
reimbursement contract. Public Law 93-406 required 
contractors'to expand pension plans to 20 eligible 
employees, but the contractor modified the plan. He 
said that to continue the prior plan and extend it 
to additional employees would have resulted in in- 
creased contractor contributions and expense. Based 
on the new plan, DCAA determined that $141,354 in pen- 
sion costs and $3,660 in tuition costs to send the con- 
tractor's daughter to law school should be disallowed. 
The contracting officer advised the Agency in a December 
1977 letter that he would recommend that the costs be 
allowed because, in his opinion, the basis of unreason- 
ableness and nonallowability of the costs could not be 
supported if the contractor appealed. DCAA advised us 
in 1978 that they had taken no action on the case but 
might in the future. 

--As part of an overhead review, in fiscal 1977 contract 
auditors questioned the entire amount of project demon- 
stration costs claimed by a contractor during calendar 
1976. Even though the costs did not meet the basic 
requirements of the Defense Acquisition Regulation, an 
administrative contracting officer rejected DCAA's 
findings, basing his rejection on a precedent estab- 
lished by his predecessor. Agency officials said that 
this administrative contracting officer consistently 
rejects the Agency's questioned costs and in one case 
sustained the Agency on only 11.7 percent, or $214,000 
of a total of $1.8 million, of questioned costs. 

--As a result of one of our recommendations, the Navy 
asked DCAA to perform an audit to determine the extent 
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of pr!ci.ng adjustments required on contracts because 
of problems with a contractorVs price estimating 
system. The problems had been brought to the contract- 
ing officer’s attention as far back as November 1973, 
and again in 1974, but., the contracting officer, the only 
person who could have caused the contractor to take cor- 
rective action did not act on the Agency’s reports. 
Following a review by usI the contracting officer asked 
the contract auditors to perform a series of reviews 
of defective pricing. The contract aud’itors identified 
33 defective pricing situations covering contract ef- 
forts’between 1977 and 1978 with recommended price 
adjustments of $3 million. A total of 1,164 additional 
pricing actions, valued at $750 million, still required 
review for activity during 1972 through 1977. As re- 
cently as 1978, DCAA reported that the contractor’s 
price estimating system has still these same weaknesses, 
thus casting doubt on future contract costs or pricing 
data this contractor may submit. 

-For several years the Air Force may have allowed a 
contractor to realize unusually high profits on the 
sale of aircraft to foreign governments because neither 
procurement nor administrative contract officials 
requested DCAA to perform cost or pricing reviews of 
the contractors’ supporting data from 1967 to 1977. 
The Air Force contracted for aircraft’sold to foreign 
governments using the contractor’s catalog price. For 
at least part af this time the same procurement com- 
mand would not accept catalog prices for U.S. Govern- 
ment purchases of the same aircraft and required the 
contractor to negotiate them. Contract auditors were 
aware that the contractor did not have sufficient data 
to support catalog prices for foreign sales of aircraft 
but they had not previously audited it. The basis for 
their decision was that the contracting officer did not 
request it and that it was the contract audit agency’s 
unstated policy to audit only those proposals requested 
by contracting officers. That audit disclpsed that for 
at least two foreign military sales catalog contracts 
the contractor realized unusually large profits--as 
high as 33 percent on a $47 million contract. 

We fbund no evidence that these matters were considered 
significant enough by the contract auditors to be referred 
to a higher level’ of management for resolution. 
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CONTRACTING OFFICERS DO NOT ALWAYS 
USE DCAA FINDINGS 

Since we were reviewing DCAA and were under time limi- 
tations, we did not fully explore the issue of why contracting 
officers do not always use DCAA findings. We are aware that 
in contract price negotiations, contracting officers frequently 
agree on a lump-sum price. To determine the exact amount of a 
price reduction that is attributable to DCAA's findings in 
these cases is not easy. Nonetheless, the DCAA findings, unless 
proved wrong represent costs either the Government should not 
have to pay or which the contractor should provide additional 
support for if they are to be allowed. We believe that proper 
discharge of the Government's funds requires that contracting 
officers report in each case precisely what disposition is 
made of DCAA findings. If they do not use them, they should 
be required to say why not. If they cannot state precisely 
how much of the costs were disallowed in the final lump-sum 
negotiation, they should be required to state what negotia- 
tion advantage came from using the auditors' findings. If. 
this requirement were absolute, we believe that cases like 
those described above would be less likely to occur, and 
Defense procurement costs would be lowered. 

As previously indicated, the Defense Procurement Regula- 
tion requires such disposition of DCAA auditors' findings, but 
as shown below in many cases the requirement was not honored. 

ACTION TAKEN ON 22,500 
AUDIT REPORTS IS UNKNOWN 

As of June 30, 1978, the Agency listed about 22,500 
reports on which either no action had been taken or the Agency 
was unaware of any action taken. These reports (1) questioned 
the reasonableness, allocability, and allowability of about 
$10 billion, (2) reported costs of about $5 billion that were 
not adequately supported by contractor 'records, and (3) recom- 
mended improvements in contractor operations that would trim 
contractor costs (which the Government ultimately pays) by 
about $299 million. A schedule of the numbers of unresolved 
audit reports is shown on the next page. 
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Cost findings 
j;,' 

Fiscal Number of 
year outstanding 

issued reports Questioned Unsupported Avoidance 
-------------(millions)------------ 

1978 11,670 $4;835 $2,928 
1977 7,272' 3,179 1,769 
1976 2,709 1,406 425 
1975 667 316 45 
1974 129 9 88 
1973 and 

before 67 80 20 

Total 22,514 $9,904 

CONTRACTING OFFICERS DO NOT 
PROVIDE REQUIRED FEEDBACK 

$5,196 

$171 
95 
27 

6' 

The Defense Acquisition Regulation requires contracting 
officers to furnish contract auditors with a price negoti- 
ation memorandum showing the disposition of preaward audit 
findings during contract negotiations. This feedback informa- 
tion is also required on the disposition of postaward audit 
findings of audits and on incurred costs including overhead. 
The information helps contract auditors determine whether and 
to what extent their findings were used so they may'evaluate , 
and improve their audit process as well asdetermine whether 
audit techniques and related reporting need revising. The 
information also brings any major differences or disagreements 
with contracting officials to the attention of top-level DOD 
and procurement management officials. 

In many offices that we visited, the required feedback 
memorandums had not always been provided as required. In 
one office, 66 memorandums, or 33 percent of the reports, had 
not been received. In another office, the records showed that 
of 320 price proposal audits conducted in,l977! all requiring 
the memorandums, 139, or'43 percent, had never been received. 
In 55 percent of those not received, the auditors had ques- 
tioned $9 million in costs and.had found about $5 million in 
unsupported costs. One contract audit manager said that some 
feedback memorandums were still outstanding for'fiscal 1976 
and earlier years. He indicated that those outstanding for 
earlier years might never be received.' In another office, 
125 of 253 total reports made in 1977, or 49 percent of the 
cases, were still pending while 25. percent were still pending 
for 1976. 
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It is likely that most of the questioned and unsupported 
costs and other recommendations contained in the unresolved 
22,500 contract audit reports have already been dealt with 
by contracting officers. It is also likely that some of the 
costs questioned and unsupported in those reports will have 
been sustained by contracting officers and that savings to 
the Government resulting from the negotiation process already 
have been achieved. However, because no feedback information 
has been received on those reports, and because only limited 
followup may have been performed, it is unknown whether the 
matters disclosed by DCAA received proper consideration. 
Moreover, since contract auditors do not know to what extent 
their recommendations have been followed, they cannot use 
this information to improve their audit techniques and 
responsiveness to contracting officer needs. 

In some cases, this information will never be obtained 
and the answers to these questions never known. For example, 
while the Defense Acquisition Regulation requires Federal pro- 
curement officers to provide feedback, no similar requirements 
exist for industry procurement officials to furnish contract 
auditors with procurement negotiation memorandums. Contract 
auditors said that when they audit bid evaluations for private 
contractors, they never know how their findings were used 
because industry procurement officials do not routinely pro- 
vide this data. The work performed by DCAA for private contrac- 
tors is usually done at the request of a prime contractor's 
contracting officer when the prime contractor cannot otherwise 
gain access to a subcontractor's records. 

Also, even when feedback is received it is sometimes 
useless to the contract auditor in determining which elements 
of costs questioned or unsupported were sustained by the con- 
tracting officer because some contracting officers do not 
give needed information about how useful the information was. 
When this happens, negotiated costs cannot be analyzed on a 
lineitem basis in subsequent post-award reviews of defective 
pricing since, according to contract auditors, contracting 
officials frequently negotiate on a bottom-line or total- 
cost basis. For example, we noted that one procurement nego- 
tiation memorandum did not itemize negotiated costs even 
though the contract auditors had questioned $49,000 of a 
$327,000 proposal. The memorandum showed only that the con- 
tract was negotiated for $308,000. Costs were not itemized 
and the auditors could not relate their findings on questioned 
costs to the negotiation process or the results of that proc- 
ess. 

11 
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Inadequate feedback ~i.s not?imited to forward pricing 
work, Contract auditors do not always receive feedback on 
findings resulting from other kinds of work they do. For 
example, in conducting operations audits at a contractor's 
plant, the contract auditors took major exception to selected 
aspects of the contractor's operations. The auditors 
recommended cost avoidance measures which 'could have saved 
$750,000. An additional $55,000 c'ould have been saved if 
the contractor had brought his ratio of senior engineers 
(80 percent) into line with the industry average (55 percent) 
for similar kinds of operations. 

The contracting officer did not notify the contractor 
of the potential additional savings. However, the contractor 
did take action to implement the auditors' recommendations 
on cost avoidance. Also, during annual overhead audits 
of one contract, the audit office questioned $432,000 of a 
contractor's legal fees as unallowable by current procure- 
ment regulations. The contracting officer negotiated away 
all but 24 percent of the questioned costs without explain- 
ing any details other than that additional information had 
been furnished by the contractor. In another case, the same 
negotiator reinstated $57,000 in retroactive compensation 
to union members after the contract auditors questioned the 
the costs. The negotiator did not explain this action. 

Despite the importance of f'eedback information to the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency, to top level management, and 
to procurement management, the failure to provide this infor- 
mation is an old problem which still persists. 

In 1967 we reported that contract auditors were not 
receiving necessary information on the usefulness of their 
audits in negotiations or on the ways their services could be 
more effective in'future 'negotiations. 'An internal audi,t by 
DOD in 1969 disclosed a similar problem. 
still not been resolved. 

The problem has 

DCAA'S FOLLOWUP SYSTEM 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT TOO 

The Defense,Contract Audit Agency has a major responsi- 
bility to help insure that appropriate management action is 
taken on its recommendations. To do this, the contract audi- 
tor must follow up on his reports and periodically apprise 
top management of the extent and adequacy of actions taken on 
his recommendations. We noted that here too a longstanding 
problem exists. 

DCAA's follo$up system is operated by its field audit 
offices which are allowed to establish and implement their 
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own procedures within guidelines provided by Contract Audit 
Agency headquarters and regional offices. Consequently, no 
uniformly and aggressively applied system is in effect 
throughout the Agency. Generally, contract auditors in field 
audit offices should attempt to get feedback on their reports 
within a reasonable time as specified in their guidelines-- 
normally 45 days after report issuance or after negotiations 
in the case of preaward work. However, we noted that even 
though feedback documents had not been received, followup 
had not been made in many cases. In one contract audit regionl 
there seemed to be a correlation between those offices with 
the largest number of feedback documents not received and a 
lack of aggressive followup. In this case, the field audit 
offices located in the region were 3 to 6 months late in fol- 
lowing up on their reports. One branch office manager told 
us that followup has low priority in his office. 

Some offices do not attempt to follow established followup 
procedures. Two offices we visited only perform their initial 
followup about 90 to 120 days after issuance on all outstanding 
reports regardless of negotiation dates. At these offices, it 
is possible that no followup action will be taken on a given 
report for almost 6 months after a report has been issued. At 
another office, we were told that followup was irregular be- 
cause of staff shortages and higher priority work. At this 
office, 56 percent of the reports for which feedback had not 
been received showed no evidence that followup action had been 
taken within 3 months of the report date, and 27 percent 
showed no evidence of followup within 6 months of the report 
date. 

Audit reports closed by 
estimating 

In 1976, Defense Contract Audit Agency headquarters ob- 
served that some of its audit offices were deferring timely 
followup of forward pricing reports in deference to higher 
priority work. Recognizing the importance of obtaining feed- 
back on their reports and the difficulties in getting it, 
contract audit management authorized offices to use estimates 
to close reports for which no feedback had been received. 
Estimates of audit savings were to be based on the best avail- 
able information, including oral replies from contracting of- 
ficers and past experience and relationships of proposed and 
negotiated prices. In some offices where a higher percentage 
of reports were closed by estimating, their estimating methods 
varied considerably among reports, and some reports were closed 
that did not comply with the Agency's estimating criteria. 

At two offices in one region, we observed that over half 
of the audit reports with questioned costs were closed by 



estimation-- 54' percent in one office and 52 percent in the //Ii' 
other. One office took a conservative approach by estimating 
that contracting officers sustained $1,000 on each audit 
report with questioned costs. The other office used a rati. 
of 1976 dollars sustained to all dollars questioned or unsup- 
ported under $1 million. This estimating procedure was 
used even whqn feedback was received. 

Forty-five of 148 reports at the first office and 3 of 
65 reports at the other office were for other than forward 
pricing audits but were closed by estimating without regard 
to stated criteria. According to one Agency offic,ial, the 
procedures for high percentage estimating were used because 
attempts to obtain feedback memorandums were unsuccessful. 
He also said that the reported savings were conservatively 
stated for the year but that without feedback from procure- 
ment officials, the exact impact of the contract audit report 
on final negotiations cannot be judged. 

One DCAA official told us that the Agency had once had 
an aggressive followup program which included phone calls and 
personal visits by staff and the procurement liaison auditor. 
The program was not very successful in getting the procurement 
negotiation memorandum and resulted in antagonizing the con- 
tracting officers. He said that the guidance that established 
the estimating procedures resulted in a less aggressive follow- 
up program. He also said that some contracting officers could 
be deliberately holding the price negotiation memorandums so 
that the Defense Contract Audit Agency could not evaluate 
their actions. 

Differences between contracting 
officers and auditors rarely 
reported to higher levels 

Defense had *another procedure to promote the reporting 
of instances,where significant amounts questioned by auditors 
were reinstated by contracting officers. Under this proce- 
dure, adopted in 1969, if the contracting officer reinstated 
or allowed amounts that DCAA auditors believed should not be 
allowed, the auditors could forward the matter to higher 
levels for consideration. This procedure was designed to 
afford high-level DOD officials an opportunity to consider 
differences between auditors and contracting officers both on 
large dollar amounts and on the implementation of important 
cost principles. 

In October 1970, Deputy Secretary of Defense Packard 
issued a memorandum which changed the situation. In his 
memorandum he stated: 

P 
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"We should avoid actions by auditors in their 
advisory capacity which appear to dispute or 
question specific decisions of contracting 
officers. I want our contracting people to 
exercise judgement in their day-to-day work. 
The escalation of possible disputes relative 
to specific decisions should be avoided. If, 
however, such decisions or judgements have 
general application and, in the professional 
opinion of the auditor, indicate a change or 
trend in pricing or costing policy, the audi- 
tors may, of course, transmit the appropriate 
information through audit command channels." 

This memorandum relaxed the reporting procedures. DCAA 
still has procedures requiring contract auditors to report to 
contract audit headquarters cases in which cost items over 
$25,000 ($10,000 for certain incurred costs) were disapproved 
or questioned but were reinstated by contracting officers 
without mutual agreement on the principle involved. Although 
the procedures are contained in each contract auditor's com- 
prehensive audit manual, they are not being aggressively fol- 
lowed. 

We are not aware of any specific DOD regulations or 
instructions directing DCAA not to report matters of signifi- 
cance; even the Packard memorandum does not specifically pre- 
clude it. Nevertheless, in the year prior to its issuance, 
at least 31 such cases were referred to top-level managers in 
DOD. Since 1970, however, very few cases have been referred 
and only 16 were reported to higher levels between August 1974 
and October 1977. 

The need for the procedure was recently indicated by a 
DOD task force. In 1975, DOD established a task force to en- 
hance the effectiveness of DOD safeguards against reimbursing 
Defense contractors for improper expenditures. Their final 
report issued in January 1976 contained a recommendation that 
procedures be initiated requiring the contract audit agency to 
report instances where significant amounts that were questioned 
or considered unallowable by auditors were reinstated or al- 
lowed by contracting officers. The procedures were designed 
to enhance audit effectiveness , provide appropriate internal 
controls within DOD, and help ensure that the Office of the 
Secretary and cognizant military department management were 
knowledgeable of significant costs questioned by auditors but 
allowed by contracting officers. 
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These 'brocedures' required"'DCAA to write special reports, 
eventually reaching the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 

Significant problem areas'or 
on significant problem areas or controversial situations 
arising from contract audits. * ' ' 
controversial situations were defined as (1) costs questioned 
exceeding $100,000 or (2) costs allocable to Government con- 
tracts exceeding $50,000 which are questioned by auditors 
but reinstated by contracting officers without mutual agree- 
ment on the principles involved or the underlying rationale. 
These dollar thresholds were not intended to preclude the 
reporting of lesser amounts of reinstatements involving 
significant cost principles or procurement policy. However, 
the task force recommendation was not implemented. Instead, 
the required reporting was to be provided through internal 
audit and through procurement management review teams who 
review the written results of contract negotiations. 

The principle reason the task force recommendation was 
not accepted was the belief by major DOD staff elements that 
the auditor and contracting officer would be placed in an 
adversary position with the auditor second guessing the 
actions of contracting officers regarding costs. The over- 
riding consensus in DOD appears to be that the contract aud- 
itors should not be delegated any responsibility for internal 
audit of the team effort and must not be placed in a position 
of reviewing and reporting on a client--the contracting offi- 
cer. As a practical matter, we noted that neither internal 
auditors nor procurement review groups have been informed of 
the need to place more emphasis on reporting to higher DOD 
management those instances of significant differences between 
contract auditors and contracting officers. Instead, they were 
working under the assumption that their current procedures 
were adequate. 

DOD, and consequently DCAA, considers procurement over- 
sight to properly be the province of DOD internal audit 
organizations. DOD Instruction 7600.3, which implements the 
agency's charter, states in part: 

L 
"The contract auditor may provide assistance to 
the internal auditor where providing assistance 
does not conflict with his basic role of providing 
advisory services to contracting officers. Assist- 
ance requiring contract auditors to evaluate con- 
tracting officers' performance would not be appro- 
priate whereas assistance requiring evaluation of 
contractors' performance may be appropriate." 

OMB Circular A-73 sets the policies to be followed in the 
audit of Federal operations and programs by executive depart- 
ments and establishments. The Circular requires Federal 
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agencies to coordinate and cooperate with each other in 
developing and implementing their individual audit plans. 

Financial Management policy notwithstanding, DCAA of- 
ficials said they do not refer specific problem areas to DOD I 
internal audit groups because to do so would be a violation 
of their charter. They said that if internal auditors reques- 
ted such information they would provide it as long as it did 
not conflict with their role of an advising service to the 
contracting officer. 

CONCLUSION 

We see no reason why contracting officers should not be 
held accountable for seeing that DCAA audit0r.s' findings are 
properly considered in the contract pricing process. We 
believe that they should be required to report on what action 
they take on DCAA's findings and, to the extent possible, 
report on the price advantages secured because of the find- 
ings. When the DCAA findings are valid, the contracting 
officer is obligated to the Government and to the taxpayers 
to take full advantage of any findings that might result in 
a lower price. When the findings are shown to be inaccurate 
or questionable, the contracting officer should report this to 
DCAA so they can improve their service. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To promote better service by DCAA and to promote better 
use of DCAA audit findingscby contracting officers, we recom- 
mend that the Secretary of Defense: i: 

--Direct cognizant procurement management officials to 
begin to provide the kind of feedback information 
required by the Defense Acquisition Regulation and 
needed by contract auditors. 

--Direct the Director of the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency to establish a more aggressive system of sppro- 
priate followup procedures, including phone contacts , F 
and personal visits to obtain negotiation results. 

--Modify its existing policy and directive to require 
the reporting, through separate channels already estab- 
lished, of matters on which auditors and contracting 
officers disagree. 

a 
--Direct the Defense Contract Audit Agency to more faith- 

fully follow its procedures for reporting significant 
matters and concurrently report these matters to 
internal audit organizations as they occur. 
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_TTME CONSTRAINTS AND EXCESSIVE WORKLOAD 

RESULT IN SOME SUBSTANDARD AUDIT WORK 

The Defense Acquisition Regulation requires contract 
auditors to treat contracting officers' requests as a signal 
to begin audit work. The regulations require the contracting 
officer to establish the dates for receipt of the auditor's 
report and in so doing, to allow as much time as possible 
for the audit work. The auditor may request additional,time; 
however, approval is at the discretion OF the contracting 
officer. The contract auditor is responsible for determining 
the overall scope and depth of audit within the time available 
and is also required to include in the scope any particular 
areas emphasized by the contracting officer. Approximately 
44 percent of the Defense Contract Audit Agency's work is 
performed at the direct request of contract officers in sup- 
port of and prior to negotiations. 

The time allowed for preaward audit by contracting 
officers is often very short considering the work to be 
done. As a consequence, the agency has, in some instances, 
taken shortcuts which produced work that was incorrect 
or not as useful as it might have been. 

Audit standards published by us make timeliness the 
second standard of reporting. The standard recognizes that, 
for maximum usefulnessI an audit report must be as timely 
as possible. However, the standards also describe unreason- 
able time constraints as restricting the auditors and imping- 
ing on their ability to reach independent and objective 
opinions and conclusions. Where time constraints are justi- 
fiable and do limit the scope of an audit, the standards 
require that the limitation be identified in the auditors' 
report. DCAA's contract audit manual requires the same iden- 
tification as well as appropriate comments on the limited 
scope. .I 

EFFECTS OF AN INCREASING 
WORKLOAD 

In the preaward contract audit area, workloads have 
been steadily increasing over the past years while staff 
time available for all kinds of contract audit work has 
been decreasing. Preaward work has always been empha- 
sized, so the continued increase in preaward audit work 
has resulted in reduced coverage of postaward work, delays 
in performing contract settlement audits, and may be con- 
tributing to reduced quality of both contract audit work 
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and reporting. The amount of hours spent on the preaward 
workload varies from one contract audit office to another 
depending on governmental contract activity, but the trend 
is up. In one office, the situation was as follows: 

Fiscal 
year 

Hours Percent of total 
expended , effort 

1975 16,275' 37 
1976. 17,913 38 
1977 22,474 44 

In this office, the time spent for these reviews was in 
excess of time originally scheduled. The overall report for 
this office stated that 1977 was characterized by a constant 
scrambling for resources and reassessment of priorities due 
in large part to understated workload, particularly in the 
preaward area where the office audited over 5 times more 
dollars than planned. According to DCAA records, in this 
office the major casualty of the need for a shift in resources 
in this office was cost incurred (postaward) audits. The 
records also showed that the backlog of cost incurred audits 
had increased from an expected $84 million to $212 million. 
According to an administrative contracting officer, because 
of higher priority workl agency contract settlement audits 
are regularly received later than the standard 20-month 
period after the date of final acceptance for closing a con- 
tract. He said these delays tie up contractor funds and 
produce a number of contractor complaints. The Defense Con- 
tract Administration Service office for this region had 
formally complained to DCAA calling the situation untenable. 
One contract audit manager said'that self-initiated work 
must often be interrupted to handle the press of request 
work. Another audit manager said that a review of defective 
pricing on a major contract that had experienced significant 
cost underruns was delayed for 4 months getting started 
by forward pricing requests. 

The timeliness and quality of other contract audit work 
may also be affected by the pressures and the extent of the 
high priority preaward request audits. For example, in a 
defective pricing review of a large contract the Agency 
did not select a firm fixed-price subcontract for review 
negotiated for about $1.1 million because it was not a major 
subcontract, even though it was negotiated for about $1.1 
million. The subcontractor experienced a cost under- 
run of almost $372,000 or about 34 percent. A subsequent 
GAO review found defective pricing and recovered $324,000. 
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The manager dlf' the contract audit office in which this OC-~' 
curred said that, in this case, increased time demands led 
to reductions i,n the scope of some audit areas which may not 
have been critical to the overall audit of incurred'costs. 
He said that if the time squeeze worsens, the point of unac- 
ceptable scope reductions may be reached. 

SOME EXAMPLES OF AUDIT WORK 
THAT WAS NOT FULLY SATISFACTORY 

Many contract audit reports we reviewed contained mathe- 
matical errors, errors in judgment, or other deficiencies 
that, in our opinion, raised questions about the adequacy 
of some of DCAA's work. Most problems noted were ,minor, 
although some were significant showing both a lack of profes- 
sional care and adequate supervision. We believe these prob- 
lems may be symptomatic of a much larger p:oblem--too much 
work with too little time and staff to accomplish it. Fol- 
lowing are examples of these problems as noted in six offices 
that we visited. We do not consider these examples to be 
icdicative of the level of work generally done but rather, 
we think they represent cases where their work was subpar. 

--The contract auditors responding to a request for 
reimbursable audit assistance chose to review the 
requesting agency's internal audit reports to determine 
the adequacy of costs billed to the agency under 
a contract. The more appropriate choice for the 
contract auditors would have been to directly audit 
costs, using the internal auditors" work, when appro- 
priate, to minimize their own effort. DCAA said it 
could not judge the adequacy of claimed costs because 
the contractor's internal audits were not conducted 
according to standards. The internal audits were 
redone but, according to contract auditors, they 
still did not conform to standards. Seventeen months 
after the request for audit and after 94 staff-days 
of contract audit work, the requesting agency still 
did not know whether billed costs amounting to 
$8,161,187 were reasonable. Reviewing an internal 
auditor's work is a normal and acceptable prerequi- 
site for determining the scope of audit work to be 
conducted. However, strict reliance on the work 
of others without verifying and testing that informa- 
tion is never an adequate substitute for audit work. 
However, in this case we believe that a better approach 
and one more in keeping with the kind of work requested 
would have been for DCAA to perform the analysis that 
was requested and then citing deficiencies noted in 
the internal audit work which prevented DCAA from 



reducing its scope. The requesting agency commented 
that DCAA spent more time reviewing the internal audit 
effort than was spent ma,king the original audits, and 
the review period was longer than the contracting 
period that was audited. 

--Our review of the contract audit of a contractor's 
price proposal disclosed that under previous contracts 
the Government had allowed a contractor approximately 
15 percent profit on Government-furnished material. 
The estimated profits paid to the contractor were 
between $300,000 and $500,000 annually. The contract 
auditors had never questioned this practice even 
though profit on Government-furnished material is not 
a normal Government policy. We brought this matter 
to the attention of the contract auditors who subse- 
quently recommended that this Government-furnished 
material be non-profit bearing. 

--In their review of a proposal for a cost-plus-fixed- 
fee contract for professional services, the contract 
auditors used incorrect data in computing base rates 
for staff-hours and salary escalation factors. This 
error caused the agency to incorrectly question the 
proposed prices for these items. The contract audi- 
tors agreed with our assessment and stated that the 
auditors do not want to spend much time on such small 
contracts and are willing? to accept greater risk. 

--The contract auditors reported that a contractor's 
firm-fixed-price proposal of $4.8 million was under 
stated by about $226,000 because proposed labor costs 
were improperly escalated. Also, sther costs applic- 
able to overtime hours were omitted from cost factors 
applicable to overtime hours. The report was qualified 
because no technical evaluation was provided and 
because severe time limitations on completing the 
review that were imposed by the requestor prevented 
an indepth analysis of significant cost elements. We 
reviewed the audit report and supporting papers and 
found that (1) the auditor should have-reported that 
the understated costs were $488,000, or $262,000 more 
than the $226,000 reported, (2) the auditor failed to 
note that labor hours were understated, and (3) the 
report was not accomplished in accordance with agency 
requirements. Contractor cost awareness was a major 
factor in the award of this contract, but the auditors 
did not show that this contractor did not demonstrate 
full cost awareness. The auditor in charge concurred 
with our assessment and attributed the errors and 
oversights to insufficient time to do a proper analysis. 
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--Contract auditors had no findings on a review of a 
cost-plus-fixed-fee that was proposed for about 
$212,000. However, our review showed that the reason- . 
ableness of the contractor's quotes for parts, labor 

' rates, and payroll additive rates should have been ques- 
tioned but were not. These matters were reviewed by 
the requestor's price analyst and a proposal reduction 
of about $15,000 was accepted. An Agency supervisor 
agreed that the auditor should have looked at the ade- 
quacy of the prices quoted for parts, but the auditor 
probably did not have sufficient time to do so. The 
contract auditors did not qualify their report because 
their"scope was reduced and time was limited. 

-Our review of a DCAA audit of a $3,9.83,000 firm-fixed- 
price proposal disclosed significant judgmental errors 
which caused their reported questioned costs to be 
greatly inflated. When we reviewed the contract audi- 
tar's files, we noted that an audit request from the 
prime contractor for this contract had shown a split 
purchase of units at 51/35 with 51 units coming,from 
the prime contractor and 35 from the subcontractor. 
Without reference to that'data, DCAA auditors performed 
the audit, arbitrarily basing their analysis on a SO/SO 
split and automatically questioning one-half of all 
costs, including support costs and all labor costs 
other than assembly, manufacturing, and inspection. 
Consequently, the auditors did not provide a clear, 
concise, or accurate analysis to the contracting offi- 
cer. They questioned a total of $1,075,000 in proposed ' 
costs when in f&ct they should have questioned only 
$276,000--creating a 289-percent overstatement of ques- 
tioned costs. We did not concur in their conclusions 
and recommendations. The resident auditor agreed with 
our findings. 

--Our examination 8f a contract auditor's report showed 
that the auditor8 had failed to consider and evaluate 
all cost factors proposed by two offerers. 
if accepted, 

As a result, 
the high offerer rather than low offerer 

would have been selected. The contract auditor con- 
curred with our findings and agreed that an additional 
$85,000 in proposed costs should have been questioned 
during his evaluation. 

The preceding examples were taken from reports prepared 
from preaward audits for contracting officers to use prior 
to contract negotiations. Preaward audit work is considered 
an essential part of the procurement process and is performed 
primarily to prevent negotiation of excessive contracts. 
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However, we noted similar kinds of problems with adequacy 
in postaudit work as illustrated by the following examples. 

--Our review of a contract audit agency postaward 
audit showed that the auditor did not sufficiently 
support a conclusion that the contractor had submitted 
accurate, complete, and current cost or pricing data. 
The contract worth $3.1 million was a fixed-price 
incentive contract on which there was an underrun of 

.$3231000, or 15 percent of negotiated costs in the 
area of labor, overhead, and general and administrative 
expenses. The postaward audit, or defective pricing 
review, was both insufficient and incomplete and misled 
the reader into believing that the auditor found the 
cost and pricing data to be accurate, current, and 
complete when it was not. The resident contract auditor 
agreed that not enough work had been done. 

--Our examination of two postaward or defective pricing 
audits performed by one office showed that the contract 
auditor had not reviewed current data, did not review 
all cost elements, and did not establish sufficient 
support that there was no defective pricing for these 
contracts. Our review showed that one contract, a 
fixed-price incentive contract, was completed for an 
underrun of $159,000, or about 11 percent of negotiated 
cost. This audit took 17 months to complete because 
of its low priority and because auditors had difficulty 
in obtaining needed contractor documentation. The resi- 
dent auditor agreed that the contract' auditors should 
have done more work on these assignments. 

We noted that DCAA was well,%ware,of and recognized 
the problem of inadequate quality of defective pricing 
work performed by its staff. In a staff review the Agency's 
own internal reviewers found weaknesses similar to those 
noted during our review. 

PREAWARD DEMAND AUDITS 
REDUCE COVERAGE IN OTHER AREAS 

The high volume of preaward audit work may not only 
contribute to reduced quality of audit work, it can also 
severely affect the amount of coverage provided other import- 
ant postaward audit work conducted by DCAA--in some cases 
needlessly. 

Demand audits have priority 

Estimating staffing needs to accomplish the audit work- 
load at each field audit office begins several months prior 
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to the start’ of each fiscal year when DCAA h,eadquarters 
asks in its program objective document for a require- 
ment plan to be submitted. The Agency provides guidance. 
for its regions and field audit offices in developing 
their resource requirements. The field audit offices 
estimate their staffing needs based on (1) annual dollar 
volume of contract cost subject to audit, (2) estimated 
number and value of proposals expected from contractors 
for the year’; (3) established productivity rates (dollars 
audited per hour or number of hours per proposal), and 
(4) prior experience in auditing the con’tract*or. 

Using those factors each team estimates the number of 
audits or reviews it needs to do or wants to do as well 
as the time required to do them, This estimating is done 
for each type of DCAA audit activity--incurred costs, 
forward pricing , cost accounting standards, defective 
pricing, and other direct and indirect audit time. Team ~ 
estimates are consolidated into a field audit office esti- 
mate and sent t6 the region where they are reviewed, 
adjusted, and consolidated into a regional request. Agency 
headquarters then approves a yearly authorized staffing 
level for the region, and the region allocates the staff 
to field audit offices. Finally, program plans for the 
year are prepared based on the staff allocation received. 
As a result, the original estimate of the audit work 
planned for field audit offices usually requires adjusting, 

The results of the above process can be seen in 
the following table which compares field office estimates 
of audit staffing requirements, regional approved staff inq 
requirements, and final 
for fiscal 1978. 

Field 
office estimate 

Office of requirements 

1 57 

2 36 36 30 6 

3 21 

4 18 18 

5 11 

6 11 

Other 437 

Total 591 

allocation of staff to one region- 

Staff-years 
Regional 
approved 

requirements 
Headquarters 

allocation 
Total 

reductions 

52 38 19 

19 

11 

11 

416 

563 

24 

15 

16 

10 

10 

330 

449 

6 

2 

1 

1 

107 

142 -zzr 



The above table shows that field offices had 142 less 
auditors available for audit in fiscal 1978 than they 
believed were needed to accomplish the estimated workload. 
As a result, many had to reduce audit coverage planned for 
the year. Most of the adjustments, 116 staff-years, were 
made to reduce incurred cost and cost accounting standards 
audits. Only 11 staff-years were dropped in the forward 
pricing area. 

The demand or request audits, which include forward pric- 
ing proposals and special audits, have priority over other 
audit work in each agency region. Our review shows that the 
DCAA spent about 51 percent of their audit effort on priority 
audits in fiscal 1977. In several offices, we found that 
demand audits are not backlogged because of self-initiated 
work. Instead, other audits are often cancelled or deferred 
because of the high priority work. 

Planned operations audits not completed 
because of higher priority work 

One office doing primarily reimbursable work for a 
non-defense agency over the past several years has planned 
to perform certain operations audits pursuant to discussions 
and coordination with the local civil agency audit office. 
However, for the most part the audits have been delayed 
or cancelled because of higher priority work. During the 
first half of fiscal 1978, the contract audit branch planned 
to start and complete four operational audits but two of the 
audits had not been started and two were still in process at 
the time of our review in May 1978. The audits had not been 
started because of higher priority work. 

The branch manager told us that he had not been able 
to perform operations audits because of higher priority 
work and inadequate staffing. He said that the DCAA has 
not been responsive to his request for additional staff, 
as shown above by the reduction in staffing requested for 
fiscal 1978. Civil agency procurement and audit officials 
said that their main complaint about DCAA audits centered 
around the branch's failure to perform operational audits. 
According to these officials, the contract audit branch 
has continuously performed unproductive audits (e.g., floor 
checks) while operations audits with higher potential for 
Government savings have not been done. The civil agency 
internal auditor believes DCAA would be more effective if 
it realigned its audit priorities at this location. We noted 
with interest that the Defense Contract Audit Agency's work 
plan for fiscal 1977 directed that higher priority be given 
to planning, initiating, and completing operations audits, 
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and it sugge&d that priority be given to request audits 
second, Apparently, this has no visable effect on completing 
operations audits at this user activity, 

Priority work can limit the ability of a field audit 
office to do other audits because, as illustrated, final 
staffing allocations are reduced significantly more for 
incurred cost audits than for the priority work. Consequently, 
the estimated audit workload (unaudited dollar backlog) 
can increase from year to year. For example, in one region, 
field audit offices initially planned to carry over about 
$1.7 billion of unaudited costs from fiscal 1978 to fiscal 
1979 but as a result of final staff allocations, the planned 
unaudited backlog increased to $3.5 billion. We did not 
review or evaluate the unaudited backlog in sufficient depth 
to establish whether DCAA's workload estimates are valid. 
However, we have no reason to believe that they are grossly 
in error. 

We also observed that some of the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency's field audit offices we visited had a high percentage 
of cost or pricing proposal audits where the proposed con- 
tract amounts were less than $500,000. Additionally, many 
proposals in one region were for amounts less than required 
by the current Defense Acquisition Regulation for contracting 
officers to request Agency field audit pricing support 
($100,000 for fixed-price and $250,000 for cost-type). The 
threshold amounts in the regulations are lower-limit guide- 
1 ines , but to determine the reasonableness of the proposed 
cost or price-- particularly for cost-type contracts--the 
contracting officer can waive an audit when information is 
already available. 

The following table shows the number and precentage of 
cost or pricing proposals for less than $500,000 as noted at 
four of six office’s visited. 

Office Period - - 
1 Sept. 1977 

2 Sept. 1977 

3 FY 1977 

4 FY 1977 

Total 

Total $250,000 
proposals up to 
in period $250,000 $5OkyOOO 

45 17 11 

32 11 5 

44 6 6 

76 12 9 - - 

197 46 31 G Z = 

Percentage 
of proposals 

Total less less than 
than $500,000 $500,000 

28 62 

16 50 

12 27 

21 28 - 

77 39 = 
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One office used about 8 percent of the staff time devoted 
to proposal audits on the 12 proposals for less than $500,000; 
92 percent was spent on the remaining 32 proposals. The audit 
office used 300 staff-hours on the 12 proposals but only clas- 
sified $136,000 ($126,000 on one proposal) as questioned 
costs. Net savings from this work was about $5,000. 

We believe that the time devoted to these proposals 
could have been used more productively on other audits such 
as the operations audits suggested by the requesting agency. 

SUGGESTED WAYS CONTRACT AUDIT 
RESOURCES CAN BE BETTER UTILIZED 

With the increasingly heavy workload and limited 
resources available to it, DOD and Defense Contract Audit 
Agency management officials should make every effort to use 
DCAA's staff as productively as possible. Contract auditors 
are now performing work which can be reassigned or even 
eliminated. If that work responsibility is changed, staff 
would be freed for more pressing work and able to be more 
responsive to the needs of management. 

RAISE DOLLAR THRESHOLDS 
OF PROPOSAL AUDITS 

The Defense Contract Audit Agency devotes a great deal 
of time and effort to the preaward audit function while 
yielding only minimal results when compared to their overall 
effort. At one of five regions we visited, dollar threshold 
audits requested for contracts starting at $100,000 for 
firm-fixed price and at $250,000 for all other proposals may 
be too low thus resulting in significant time being spent--33 
percent of total time was spent for this kind of work in one 
office, which accounted for only two percent of total proposal 
costs examined. 

The Defense Acquisition Regulation requires that con- 
tracting officers normally request audit input for proposals 
in excess of $100,000 for firm-fixed-price and fixed-price 
with economic price adjustment contracts or in excess of 
$250,000 for all other types of proposals when the proposal 
price will be based on cost or pricing data. This requirement 
is waived only if' information already available to the con- 
tracting officer is adequate to determine the reasonableness 
of the proposed cost or price. 

Using an arbitrary cutoff point of $500,000, we analyzed 
proposal data for over and under this arbitrary ceiling 
in one regional contract audit office. The results of our 
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"'analysis shdlw'that during fiscal 1977, the regional office 
reviewed 4,144 proposals of which 2,474, or 60 percent, 
were under $500,000. The time expended to audit proposals 
under $500,000 was about 30 percent of the total direct 
proposal hours spent--73,465 of 244,442 hours. This effort 
accounted for 2.2 percent of the proposal dollars examined 
by DCAA, 1.3 percent of proposal costs questioned, and 2.3 
percent of the proposal costs unsupported in the Agency's 
audit reports for fiscal 1977. The analysis included firm- 
fixed-price proposals as well as all other types reviewed. 

Firm-fixed-price proposals accounted for most of the 
proposals reviewed under $500,000-- 1,541 of 2,474 proposals. 
By excluding these proposals from the "under $500,000P' cri- 
teria, significant dispositions were still noted. For ex- 
ample, 12 percent of proposal time was spent on proposals 
under $500,000. This effort accounted for .8 percent of 
the dollar examined, .4 percent of the costs questioned, 
and .08 percent of the costs unsupported in fiscal 1977. 

Taken as a whole, the large number of contracts that 
fall below the $500,000 threshold will undoubtedly result 
in significant savings. However, our analysis tends to 
show that by increasing the established parameters, DCAA 
staff could be used more effectively in other higher priority 
areas. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To improve DCAA's overall performance, we believe that 
action needs to be taken to provide DCAA auditors with more 
time to perform pricing reviews. Time devoted to the biggest 
problem area--preaward pricing reviews--would be better spent 
if the minimum dollar amount is raised for the contracts 
DCAA must audit. Our review was not extensive enough to 
identify precisely'what dollar thresholds would be most pro- 
ductive, but we think such a review should be made. 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency to determine the thresholds for 
preaward audits at which it is cost effective to do preaward 
'work in preference to other priority work DCAA has to do. -- 
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CHAPTER 4 

IrJFORMATION NEEDED TO CONDUCT 

AUDITS IS NOT ALWAYS MADE AVAILABLE 

Contrary to both DOD policy and regulations and to 
public law, contract auditors are not always provided with 
the information necessary to review contractor pricing pro- 
posals or contractor costs. Contract auditors are denied 
access to certain budgetary data of contractors, technical 
evaluations are not always provided by contracting officers, 
and contractors do not always submit complete, accurate, and 
current data in support of initial cost or pricing proposals. 
Consequently, contract auditors have had to qualify l/ many 
of their audit reports, thereby making them less useful to 
contracting officers in the negotiation process. 

ACCESS TO CONTRACTOR BUDGETARY DATA 

Two Defense Department contractors have repeatedly denied 
access to DCAA auditors. As a result, contract auditors were 
not able to do their job effectively and had to qualify 
numerous reports. Also, contract auditors may have compounded 
the problem by entering into agreements which limited their 
own access to contractor data. 

Since 1958, access to contractor budgetary data has been 
a source of disagreement between two contractors and the 
Government. Efforts to resolve the problem over the years 
culminated in a policy memorandum issued by DOD in 1973. The 
DOD policy clearly requires access to budgetary data because 
it can have an impact on incurred and estimated costs. Con- 
tractors agree to this access when they submit pricing pro- 
posals. Nevertheless, access to budgetary data continued to 
be a problem with these contractors and, DCAA has since 
entered into a memorandum of agreement defining, and thus 
limiting, the amount and kind of budgetary data both con- 
tractors agree to provide contract auditors. 

Access problems require 
management attention 

DOD regulations require procurement managers and con- 
tracting officers to assist the auditors in gaining access 

&/Auditors indicate in their report that in evaluating any 
opinions given in the report the user must consider that 
they did not have access to all the data they needed to do 
this work properly. 
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to contract*; records. However,“ during the period of con- 
troversy, procurement officials were of little help to the 
contract auditors even though they were repeatedly advised 
of the problems. One auditor said that no procurement con- 
tracting officer had provided him with assistance even 
though he had issued qualified reports explaining that the 
contract auditor could not fully evaluate specific contract 
proposals without access to contractor budgets. Also, one 
procurement contracting officer said he considered the records 
to be internal contractor documents that are not necessary 
for evaluating contractor proposals. Accordingly, he felt no 
need to address the issue. 

We understand that the Defense Contract Audit Agency 
has entered into similar agreements with other Government 
contractors and that the agreements prescribe varying degrees 
of access to contractor records. For several reasons, we 
believe that the Agency should not have entered into agree- 
ments restricting the Government'ti and its own access to 
contractor books and records. Such agreements are not con- 
sistent with good auditing procedure and with the role of 
the Agency as the accounting and financial advisor to the 
Department of Defense on procurement matters. Further, in 
signing the agreements, the Agency may have precluded the 
rights of access to contracting officers in future dealings 
with the contractor as well as their own rights of access 
in future audits of contractor-supplied data. Agreements 
of this kind do not solve access to records problems as is 
demonstrated by the fact that the auditor, a party to one of 
the above agreements, continues to experience access to 
records problems after the agreement is signed. 

In our opinion, access to contractor records is of vital 
interest to the contracting officer as the Government's 
representative in the procurement process. In fulfilling 
its prescribed du.ties, the Defense Contract Audit Agency has 
the responsibility as well as the right to unrestricted access 
to all data, including budgets, needed to analyze proposed and 
incurred contractor costs. When agreements restricting these 
rights have been entered into, the Government does not have 
the information that is available to the contractor and, 
therefore, is at a disadvantage in monitoring the contractor's 
costs. 

The nature of these agreements becomes even more disturb- 
ing when one considers the case where up to 90 percent of the 
contractor’s business is with the Government, Another case 
involves a major defense contractor operating a Government- 
owned plant with Government-owned equipment. In this case, 
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Government-guaranteed loans have been directly responsible 
for the contractor continuing in business. Under these types 
of circumstances, we find contractor denial of access and 
governmental agreement to the denial particularly difficult 
to understand. 

ACCESS TO TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS 
AND OTHER COST AND PRICING DATA ,, 

Contrary to the Defense Acquisition Regulation, contract- 
ing officers do not ensure that defense contract auditors are 
provided with technical evaluation and other cost and pricing 
data to enable them to consider and include the financial 
effects of the data in their reports. Consequently, procure,- 
ment officials and other top-level managers in DOD have no 
assurance either that all audit findings in the financial area 
have been considered by qontracting officers or that data 
that should have been audited actually was. 
t . * * 
Technical &valuations not provided 

Technical evaluations are the products of technical 
specialists who are members of the procurement officer's team. 
Among other things, they are responsible for$,reviewing such 
technical matters as the number of proposed hours required for 
a specific job or contract based on such things as shop prac- 
tices, industrial engineering, time and motion factors, and 
the contractor plant organization and capabilities. Reports 
on technical evaluations are to be given to the contract aud- 
itors at least 5 days prior to the due date of an audit report. 
The auditor relies on those reports to price out any differ- 
ences noted by the technical evaluator in the kinds and quan- 
tities of material, labor hours, and other factors. In the 
event technical evaluations are not available in time to be 
included in the auditor's report, the report must be quali- 
fied and the facts made known to the contracting officer. 

In the vast majority of cases covered by our review, 
relatively few technical evaluations were made available to 
auditors in time to be reviewed and included in their reports. 
The problem is universal throughout the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency and is known to top-level DCAA management officials. 
The data is particularly needed for their evaluations when a 
proposal involves complex engineering functions of products for 
which no related historical cost experience is available. The 
data is also needed for analyzing patterns. 

Contracting officers with whom we discussed the matter 
said that the evaluations are.not furnished to contract audi- 
tors because, in their opinion, the evaluations are not 
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also members of the pro- 
curement team, can put the results of the technical evalua- 
tions together with the audit to present to the contracting 
officer. We did not examine technical evaluations prepared 
outside of DCAA. Therefore, we were unable to determine the 
extent to which impairments to the Government have resulted 
from missing technical evaluationd. However, we noted that 
of the reports reviewed in one DCAA regional office, an average 
of 83 percent had been qualified by the contract auditors. 
In another regional office, 19 of 25 field audit offices 
reported that they had difficulty in obtaining the evaluations 
and had been forced to qualifey their reports. Nine of the 
19 offices reported that their reports were qualified 80 to 95 
percent of the time for failure to proyide the evaluations. 

0 
In our opinion, technical evaluations should be provided 

to the contract auditors before completing theg,ir review to 1 y 
make sure that significant overstatements of costs are not 
overlooked by contracting officers or other procurement 
support staff. 

CONTRACTORS SUBMIT UNSUPPORTED COST DATA 
AS PART OF PROPOSAL PACKAGES 

During fiscal 1978, the Defense Contract Audit Agency 
issued a large nu$ber of reports without reviewing the support 
for about $3 billion in costs contained in contractors' pro- 
posals. These unsupported costs were then negotiated by con- 
tracting officers generally without benefit of review by 
auditors. 

The Truth in Negotiations Act requires, with certain ex- 
ceptions, that contractors submit cost or pricing data and 
certify as to their accuracy, completeness, and currency 
for the award of any negotiated contract expected to exceed 
$100,000. 

According to procurement and contract audit officials, 
one negotiating technique used by some contractors is to 
delay providing support for costs until time of negotiation. 
Normally, the contracting officer does not have time to 
adequately review the data or request the contract auditors 
to review it; consequently, some unallowable costs probably 
are included in the price. For instance: 

--In one preaward audit, contract auditors reported 
unsupported costs of $8.69 million or 13 percent of 
the contractor's total proposed costs. The auditors 
were never given the opportunity to audit these costs. 
Instead, the contracting officer said that they were 
reviewed by a procurement evaluation team which did 
not include auditors. 
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--In another review, contract auditors reported 
unsupported costs for.engines and propellers in a con- 
tractor proposal. The Air Force dccepted the costs 
without audit and without further support. The engines 
and propellers cost $4 million, or 15.6 percent of the 
proposed $25.8 million. Contract auditors said in 
their report that the contractor had negotiated commer- 
cial prices for the engines and propellers with a 
subcontractor but had done so without benefit of cost 
and pricing data as required by the Defense Acquisition 
Regulation. In a subsequent report on an Air Force 
direct-purchase proposal from this same engine manufac- 
turer, contract auditors reported questioned and 
unresolved costs of $8,415 in costs per engine. o 

In one pricing proposal we reviewed in one office, time 
constraints were wrongly cited as a contributing factor in 
not requiring an audit of unsupported costs. In this case, 
10 months passed from the time the report was issued until 
negofiations began. Also in this case, $3.9 million, or 28 
percent of the costs, was cited by the auditors as unsupported. 

In this office, only 5 percent of unsupported costs 
reported by auditors were sustained when negotiated by con- 
tracting officers while 53 percent of questioned costs cited 
in contract audit reports were sustained. We believe that a 
primary reason that contracting officers have not supported 
the auditors in this area is a lack of vigorous enforcement 
of the provisions of public laws and the Defense Acquisition 
Regulation. By requiring contractors to provide support for 
proposed costs and by allowing auditors to review that support, 
we believe that additional savings to the Government are 
possible. 

If reviews of these unaudited costs had been made and 
if questioned costs from these reviews had been supported 
by contracting officers at about the same rate as its other 
questioned costs, we think that significant savings could 
have resulted. We estimate that in just one of 373 offices 
of the six DCAA regions, $28 million could have been saved 
if a 20-percent rate of acceptance had been achieved for un- 
supported costs reported by contract auditors in 1977. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Contract auditors are not always provided with all the 
data they need to do an effective job. In some instances, 
a large amount of cost or pricing data submitted in proposals 
is not audited by the contract auditor which raises the possi- 
bility that significant savings that could have been achieved 
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from these akdits were bverlookd4. Management attention tb 
the access to records problems has not been sufficient. As a 
result, DCAA has had to enter into agreements with some con- 
tractors or into the management decisionmaking process--clearly 
responsibilities beyond the normal scope of the audit function 
whether it is internal, external, or other. 

A large amount of unaudited costs ire negotiated by con- 
tracting officers; a situation which poses additional questions 
about whether the Government's negotiating'position has been 
adequately represented. The potential for overpayment of 
costs in these cases is substantial and, as illustrated in 
chapter 2, may never be discovered if appropriate reviews are 

'hl 
not pyrformed. * 

We believe that auditors can only do an effective job 
if they are privy to all data or allowed to audit all data 
available on a given subject. While audit techniques do 1 
exist which allow the auditor to choose which of the data 
available for audit is representative, failure to provide 
access to this data negates the validity of both 'the tech- 
niques and the audit, In these circumstances, DCAA's reports 
cannot provide an overall picture of the reasonableness 
and propriety of the contracts it reviews. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense: 

--Direct procurement management officials to conform to 
current Defense Acquisition Regulations and estab- 
lished procedures and to provide DCAA with the oppor- 
tunity to review unaudited and unsupported costs that 
were not available at the time of initial audit but 
were available prior to negotiation. 

--Direct procurement management officials to review the 
support they provide to DCAA when access to records 
problems are encountered and to aggressively conform 
to the Defense Acquisition Regulation in this regard. 

--Direct the Director, DCAA to cease entering into agree- 
ments with contractors for future access to needed 
contractor data. 

--Require procurement management officials to provide 
technical evaluations to DCAA for review and inclusion 
in their reports or as supplements to them. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LOW PRIORITY GIVEN TO DEFECTIVE PRICING - 

REVIEWS SEEMS INAPPROPRIATE 

The Defense Contract Audit Agency performs postaward 
reviews to determine if accurate, complete and current cost 
or pricing data were submitted by contractors in accordance 

cent of direct time spent each year. Because of limited - 
staffing available and an extremely large number of contracts 
(preaward proposals are also covered by Public Law 87-653), 
the Agency only emphasizes review of larger contracts and uses 
a matrix system to select contracts for review. Also, DCAA 
headquarters, in providing annual planning guidance, estab- 
lishes the level of effort required for the defective pricing 
program. This required level has decreased from a level 
of about 5 percent to 2 percent of direct audit hours spent 
each year. The relatively low level of effort in this area 
is justified by DCAA on the basis that further expenditures 
are not warranted by past results. 

DCAA'S DEFECTIVE PRICING 
EFFORT IS VERY LIMITED 

Guidance from DCAA headquarters calls for defective 
pricing audits of all firm-fixed-price contracts over $10 mil- 
lion. An exception is made in the case of major contractors 
who have demonstrated that they may be relied upon to submit 
well-prepared, well-supported price proposals. !4ajor contrac- 
tors are those with an annual dollar volume of $30 million 
or more or with 5,000 staff-hours of direct audit effort 
required. 

Using DCAA's matrix, review is required of only 10 per- 
cent of firm-fixed-price contracts between $1 million and 
$10 million which are performed by major contractors known to 
be "careless or less proficient in proposal preparation" or 
by non-major contractors. The required percentage drops to 
5 percent for major contractors who have "fairly reliable" 
procedures and control but whose proposal preparation is 
"less than adequate." For firm-fixed-price contracts under 
$1 million the number to be audited is left to the judgment 
of the field audit office managers. This is also true for 
other types of contracts (for example, fixed-price-incentive, 
cost-plus-incentive fee) under $10 million. For these types 
of contracts over $10 million, requirements call for 50-percent 
review, except in the case of contractors known to be "careless 
or less proficient in proposal preparation," in which case, all 
contracts must be reviewed. 
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The contract auditor in c&rge of postaward reviews at 
one resident office said that his office had almost $3 billion . 
in contracts subject to defective pricing review. He said it 
would take 5,500 audit-hours in fiscal 1978 to do the 65 audits 
needed to keep current. He said that plans called for only 
1,200 hours. He told us that a contract with an overrun or 
with an underrun of less than 5 percent or less than $1 mil- 
lion is excluded from review. A supervisory auditor at this 
office said that in fiscal 1978 the office would examine only 14 
contracts totaling $517 million out of a possible 792 con- 
tracts totaling $3 billion. Contracts audited in this office 
in fiscal 1977 and 1976 totaled $158,345,000 and $353,945,000, 
respectively. 

Although it performed 320 preaward price evaluations in 
fiscal 1977, the resident officer performed only two defective 
pricing reviews, which represented less than 1 percent of the 
audit-hours expended by this office during the year. 

DCAA STATES THAT RESULTS DO 
NOT WARRANT GREATER EFFORT 

Nationally, DCAA questioned only $22 million or .18 per- 
cent of $12 billion costs examined in defective pricing reviews 
in fiscal 1977. In defective pricing reviews at one residency, 
the auditors questioned 6.4 percent of fiscal 1977 costs 
examined; and 7.7 percent in 1976 costs. A branch office 
questioned no costs out of $910,000 in fiscal 1976 and 
$30,695,000 in fiscal 1977 that were examined during defective 
pricing reviews. The 1975 annual report for this office 
stated that defective pricing reviews were not productive and 
appeared to follow a general trend. The relatively low level 
of effort in this area is justified by DCAA on the basis 
that further expenditures are not warranted by past results. 

Out of the $22 million questioned by DCAA in fiscal 
1977, only $4 million was sustained by contracting officers. 
One manager said that DCAA generally sustains about 10 cents 
for every $1.00 questioned. He explained that three elements 
are necessary for a finding of defective pricing: 

--Pricing data was defective as of the date of certifi- 
cation. 

--The defects were not disclosed to the contracting 
officer. 

--The defective data was relied on by the contracting 
officer in agreeing to a price. 
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He said that the first two elements are sufficient for 
DCAA to issue a defective pricing report; the amount claimed 
would be established by substituting the correct data for 
the defective data. He pointed out, however, that the item 
for which cost data was defective usually was only a part 
of a larger cost item (for example, direct labor materials) 
which was directly negotiated. He said the contracting 
officer, under present procedures, must determine to what 
extent he would have adjusted the price negotiated if he had 
known of the defective data. A contract is eligible for 
defective pricing review until 3 years after final payment 
has been made. Thus, a sustained finding of defective pricing 
may be dependent on the contracting officer's memory of 
negotiations conducted several years and hundreds of contracts 
before. The Defense Acquisition Regulation, however, state 
as follows: 

"In 'establishing that the defective dat,a caused 
an increase in the contract price, the con- 
tracting officer is not expected to reconstruct 
the negotiation by speculating as to what would 
have been the mental attitudes of the negotiating 
parties if the correct data had been submitted at 
the time of agreement on price. In the absence of 
evidence to the contrary, the natural and probable 
consequence of defective data is an increase in the 
contract price in the amount of the defect plus 
related burden and profit or fee; therefore, unless 
there is a clear indication that the defective data 
was not used, or was not relied upon, the contract 
price should be reduced in that amount." 

The amount to be recovered must either be negotiated by 
the contracting officer with the contractor, or the Govern- 
ment must resort to legal actions. Such negotiations further 
reduce actual costs recovered. For example, a recent GAO 
defective-pricing estimate of about $7.9 million met with the 
contractor's denial of defective pricing. The difference 
was settled by the contracting officer for about $3.9 million-- 
roughly half the original findings. We believe that in this 
case, the contracting officer decided to settle at a reduced 
amount rather than take the case to court. However, contract 
clauses required by the Defense Acquisition Regulation basic- 
ally provide that the contract price shall be reduced whenever 
the contracting officer determines that the contract price 
was increased by a significant amount because of defective 
cost or pricing data. 
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In cases where contract price adjustments that are 
recommended in defective pricing audit reports are not 
accepted by the contracting officers, a report is required 
by DCAA. However, the report is required only if the princi- 
ple involved is not mutually agreed'upon, or if the underlying 
rationale is not known, and if the amount reinstated exceeds 
$25:000. The unwillingness of DCAA to challenge or report . 
questionable actions or decisions of contracting officers is 
discussed in chapter 2. 

WE DO NOT AGREE 

We do not agree with DCAA's contention that defective 
pricing reviews are not justified in relation to the results 
obtained. We recently published a report (PSAD-77-91, 
Apr. 11, 1977) in which our reviews of 28 noncompetitive 
prime contracts and subcontracts totaling about $400 million 
indicated that they were overpriced by about $22 million. 
Just one of thes!e contracts, a prime contract for $3.6 mil- 
lion, was overstated by the contractor by $986,000 because 
his proposal was not based on accurate, complete, and current 
cost or pricing data. 

There is a connection between the preaward audit of 
"proposals and subsequent defective pricing reviews conducted 

by DCAA. In responding to our review of 'one contract, an 
Agency regional manager said that the scope of the preaward 
audit of a contract in which we found defective pricing had 
been curtailed because of limited time allowed by a purchasing 
office to complete it. In this case, we reported that the 
Agency had failed to adequately warn the purchasing office 
that audit results might be affected by time constraints. 
Corrective action was taken by DCAA in this case, 

In another case we noted that neither a preaward audit 
nor a defective pricing review was conducted. We subsequently 
reported that this contract, issued by the Air Force for 
F-16 program procurements worth $1.5 billion, was not submitted 
with current, accurate, and complete data. As a result, the 
contract was overpriced by $20.5 million. 

Even though these are only two examples of the kinds 
of findings we have reported in the past, we do not consider 
them insignificant. We believe that DCAA places too little 
importance on this kind of revi&. 

We believe that if effectively done, these audits are 
very worthwhile and serve as a check on whether the price 
negotiations were effective in ferreting out over-priced 
items. 
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The Defense Contract Audit Agency is aware that its own 
efforts in this area need improvement. In February 1977 
Agency internal reviewers noted that: 

--The quality of these audits were less than adequate 
at the majority of field audit offices visited. 

--Audits were curtailed based on inappropriate compari- 
sons of actual and certified costs. 

--Contract universes were incomplete and poorly main- 
tained at many audit offices. 

--Many contracts were dropped from consideration for 
future review by audit offices. 

--Backlogs of defective pricing audits were increasing. 

CONCLUSION 

We believe defective pricing reviews are an important 
part of the procurement process. They serve to provide 
a good review of the effectiveness of the use of cost data 
in establishing contract prices. Also, our own experience 
indicates that such audits are cost effective. Accordingly, 
we believe DCAA needs to reconsider its allocation of time 
to this work. 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct DCAA 
to review its priorities to see if more work should be done 
in this audit area. 
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SCOPE OF REVIEW 

We made our review at Defense Contract Audit Agency 
headquarters, Cameron Station, Alexandria, Virginia, and at 
field audit offices in five of the six DCAA regions. A list 
of the locations visited during our review is included in 
appendix I. The review, made from February 1978 to September 
1978, covered selected aspects of DCAA's contract audit 
activities. 

We reviewed the organization and operations of the 
Agency in relation to our audit standards and the Office of 
Management and Budget circular requirement, which set forth 
policies to be followed in auditing Federal operations and 
programs. 

Our examination did not include all aspects of the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency's operations. Rather, we 
concentrated our efforts on those areas requested by the 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security, 
House Government Operations Committee. Particular emphasis 
was given to organizational structure, independence, and 
reporting levels, and included a review of procedures 
for followup on unresolved items. 

We also made a reliability assessment of the Agency's 
management information system and conducted a users survey 
of over 1,000 procurement and administrative contracting 
officers to determine their satisfaction with DCAA services. 

,” 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY 

OFFICES VISITED 

Atlanta Region 
Atlanta Reqional Office 
Atlanta Branch Office 
Kennedy Space Center Branch 

Office 
Resident Office, Lockheed- 

Georgia Co. 
Resident Office, Honeywell, 

Inc. 
Resident Office, Harris Corp. 
Huntsville Branch Office 

Boston Region 
Boston Regional Office 
Bridgeport Branch Office 
Northeast Branch Office 
Resident Office, Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology 
Resident Office, GTE Sylvania, 

Inc. 
Resident Office, Sanders Assoc. 
Resident Office, Grumman Aero- 

space Corp. 

Los Angeles Region 
Los Angeles Regional Office 
Los Angeles Branch Office 
Resident Office, McDonnel 

Douglas Corp. 

San Francisco Region 
San Francisco Regional Office 
Seattle Branch Office 
Resident Office, The Boeing Co. 
St. Louis Branch Office 
Resident Off ice, McDonnel 

Douglas Corp. 

Philadelphia Region 
Philadelphia Regional Office 
Philadelphia Branch Office 

DCAA Headuuarters 

Marietta, Ga. 
Atlanta, Ga. 

Kennedy Space Center, Fla. 

Marietta, Ga. 

St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Melbourne, Fla. 
Huntsville, Ala. 

Waltham, Mass. 
Bridgeport, Mass. 
Waltham, Mass. 

Cambridge, Mass. 

Needham Heights, Mass. 
Nashua, N.H. 

Bethpage, N.Y. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
Inglewood, Calif. 

Long Beach, Calif. 

San Francisco, Calif. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Seattle, Wash. 
St. Louis, MO. 

St. Louis, MO. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Alexandria, Va. 
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APPENDIX XI APPENDIX 'IX 

Deienee Contract Audit Agency 

Reie rent “I3epartmsnt of fldenrrs 
et 19, l965 

A. ~rsuant to authOFity vested in the deCPeaFy of 
Defense, a Defense Contract Audit Agency ie hereby ea~b~~h~d 
as an agency of the Department of Defense under the dirocofoa, 
iT&hOFity, and control Of the SeCF6toFy’ of hfenss and in 
accordance with Dspartmsnt of Dsfenre policies, directiver, 
and in&ruction@, 

B. No reparate contract audit organisation idepen&nt 
of the Defense Contract Audit Agency ohall be sstabliohed in 
the Department of Dsfenw; 

II. ORGAMIWTSON 

A. The Defense Contract Audit Agency #hall coneiat o& 

1. A DiFeCtOx, a Deputy Uiractor, I h~dpb~t43~~ 

satabliehment, and l uch oub~rdinate field mdit offices aI may 
be established by the DirectoF, Dsfenoe Contract Audit Agency, 
for the accomplishmant of the Defense Contract Audit Agency 
mienion. Field audit offices will inckda dirtrict/regional, 
branch, pr’ocurament liaiao~~~ contractor reridancy, and 
contract audit coordinative offices. 

2. Such other mhordinate officer or establie sata 
and activitiee aa are herein OP may be hereafter specificaIly 
arrigned to the Def8nae Contract Audit Agency by th@ Scc~rrtay 
of Defense. 

#First amendment (Chl, 12/E/65) 
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II 
~~91 651 

5105, 36 

B. The chain of command shall run from the Secretary 
of Dsfenre to the Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency. 

nL SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS 

A. The Defense Contract Audit Agency operations will be 
conducted on a world-wide basis. 

B. Contract audit ir defined as the profesrio~nal dueling 
service provided by the De.fenre Contract Audit Agency to ~11 
elements of the Department oi Defenre , and to other Gci ernrr.enLat 
agqncicr as appropriate, which will permit the Defense Contract 
Audit Agency to meet the rerponribilitirr and perform fif f;i &ions 

* enumerated in Section8 V. and VI. of this Directive. 

N. PURPOSE 

The purpose of contract auditing ie to assist in achieving 
the objective of prudent contracting by providing those responsible 
for procurement and contract administration with financial ir.forr\.i- 
tion and advice on proposed or existing contract8 aild ;ontracto:s, as 
appropriate. Audit 8ervicer of the Defense Contract Audit Agency 
shall be utilized by procurement and contract administration 
activities to the extent appropriate in connection with the negotiation, 
l dminiitration, an’d settlement of contract payment8 pr prices which 
are based on cost (incurred or estimated), or on cost analysis. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
5 
* 
* 

+ 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

1 

* 

#First amendment (Ch 2, 7/14/72) 
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APPENDIZi: II 

Jun 9, 65# 
5105.36 

v, RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Defense Contract Audit Agency, under the direction and 
operational control of its Director shall be responsible for: c 

A, Performing all nkessary contract audit for the Depart- 
ment of Defense and providing accounting and financial advisory 
ser.vices regarding contracts and subcontracts to all Department 
of Defense components responsible for procurement and contract 
administration. These services will be provided in connection 
with negotiation , administration, and settlement of contracts and 
subcontracts. 

B. Providing contract audit service to other Government 
agencies as may be appropriate, 

VI. FUNCTIONS 

,Under its Director, the Defense Contract Audit Agency will 
perform the following functions: 

A. Audit, examine and/or review c&tractors* and sub- 
contractorsK accounts, records, documents, and other evidence; 
systems of internal control; accounting, costing, and general 
business practices and procedures; to the extent and in whatever 
manner is considered necessary to permit proper performance of 
the other functions described in B through J below. 

YFi$@t amendment (Ch 2, 7/14/72) 
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B. Examine’reimbursement vouchers received directly 
from contractors, ulder cost-type contracts, transmitting those 
vouchers approved for payment to the cognizant Disbursing Officer 
and issuing DCAA Form 1, “Notice of Contract Costs Suspended 
and/or Disapproved, ” with a copy to the cognizant contracting 
officer, with respect to costs claimed but not considered 
allowable. Where the contractor disagrees with a suspension 
or disallowance action by DCAA, and the difference cannot be 
resolved, the contractor may appeal in writing to the Administrative 
Contracting Officer (ACQ) who will make his determination in writing. 
In addition, the contracting officer may dire& the issuance of DCAA 
Form 1, “Notice of Contract Costs Suspended and/or Disapproved, ” 
with respect to any cost which he has reason to believe should be SUB- 

pended or disapproved. 

r ,, Provide advice and recommendations to nrocurament 
and contract administration personnel on: 

1. Acceptability of costs incurred under redetermin- 
able, incentive and similar type contracts. 

2. Acceptability of incurred costs and estimates of 
cost to be incurred as represented by contractors incident to the 
award, negotiation, modification, change, administration, 
termination, or settlement of contracts. 

3. Adequacy of financial or accounting aspects of 
contract provisions. 

4, Adequacy of contractors’ accounting and financial 
management systems, adequacy of contractors’ estimating 
procedure5 and adequacy of property controls.. 

D. Assist responsible procurement or contract adminis- 
tration activities in their survey5 of the purchasing-procurement 
avsteme of major contractors. 

E. Direct audit reports to the Government management 
Level having authority and responsibility to take action on the audit 
findings and recommendations. 

F. Cooperate with other appropriate Department of Defsnre 
component5 on reviews, audits, analyses, or inquiries involving 

#First amendment (Chl, 12/15/65) 
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- 9, 65 
5105 l 36 

contractors8 financial position or financial and accounting policies, 
procedures, or practicer, 

G. Establish and maintain &iron auditors ae aiproprirte 
at major procuring and contract administration offices. 

H. Review General Accounting Office reports and propored 
responses thereto which involve significant contract or contractor 
activities for the purpose of aeruring the validity of appioprkte 
pertinent facts contained therein. 

I. In an advisory capacity, attend and participate, as 
appropriate, in contract negotiation and other meetings where 
contract cost matters, audit reports, or related financial matter@ 
are under consideration. 

J, Provide assistance, as requested in the development of 
procurement policies and regulations. ’ 

VII. AUTHORITY 

To discharge the responsibilities of the Agency, the Director, 
Defense Contract Audit Agency, or his designees, are specifically 
delegated authority to: 

A. Have free and unrestricted access to and direct commuai- 
cation with all elements of the Department of Defense and other 
executive departments and agencies as necessary. 

B. Operate and control all organizations, activities, and 
resources assigned.or attached to the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency. 

C. Establish Defense Contract Audit Agency facilities wing 
wherever feasible, appropriate established physical facilities of the 
military departments or the Defense Supply Agency, 

D. Obtain such information from any component of the 
Department of Defense as may be necessary for the performance 
of Defense Contract Audit Agency functions. 
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Jun 9, 65# 

5105. 36 

E. Centralize or consolidate the functions for which 
i)efense Contract Audit Agency is responsible to the extent the ’ 
Director deems feasible and desirable in consonance wit5 the 
aims of maximum over-all efficiency, economy, and effectiveness, 

VIII. RELATIONSHIPS 

A. In the performance of his functions, the Dirsctc;:, 
Defense Contract Audit Agency shall: 

1. Maintain appropriate liaison with other component; 
of the Department of Defense, other agencies of the Executive 
Branch, and the General Accounting Office for the exchange of 
information and programs in the field of assigned rcsponsibilitiea 

2. Make use of existing Department of Defense 
.facilities and services, wherever practicable to achieve tnaximum 
efficiency and economy. 

B. Primary staff supervision shall be provided to the 
Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency, on behaLf of the 
Set retary of Defense, by the Assietant Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller), who will prescribe principles and policies to be 
followed in connection with technical, organization, and admin; 
istrative matters related to contract audit. 

C. The military departments and other Department of 
Defense components shall provide support, within thril. respective 
fields of responsibility, to tte Director, Defense Contract Audit 
Agency to assist in carrying out the assigned responsibilities and 
functions of the Agency. Programming, budgeting and iinancing 
for such support will be in accordance with policies and procedures 
prescribed by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptrollr: !. 

#First amendment (Ch 2, 7/14/72) 
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A, -The Director ehslll be appointed by the Secretrry of 
Defense. 

B. The Deputy Director will be a qualified civiliaa*and 
appointed by the Secretary of Defenre. 

C. The transfer of manpower authorizations to Defense 
Cantract Audit Agency from other DOD componentr will be in 
accordance with srtabliebed policies and procedures. 

D. The appointment of other personnel to the Agency will 
be subject to the approval of the Director, Defense Contract Audit 
Agency, Regional managers will be qualified civilians. 

E. The Defense Contract Audit Agency will be authorired 
such personnel, facilities, funds, and other admbirtrativs rupgort 
a8 the Secretary of Defense deems necerrary for the parfornuacs 
of its function. In this connection, programming, budgeting, 
financing, accounting, and reporting activities of the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency will be in accordance with policiee and 
procedures established by the Assistant Secretary of Dsfenre 
(Comptroller). 

x. LMPIJUAENTATION 

The Director, Defense Contract Audit .“rgcncy will arrume 
assigned responsibility and functions of the Agency in accordance 
with the schedule to be approved by the Secretary of Defense. 

XI, EFFECTIVE DATE 

* This Directive is effective. upon pubkat .I ,. Whenever the 
Defense Contract Audit Agency assumes reaF(.nsibility for the function 
assigned to it under the terms of this Direciiw, 111 components of 
the Department of Defense will review their exisling directives, 
instructions, and regulations for conformity, ,n..ke necessary chaager 

* 
thereto within 90 days, and notify the Assistan. Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller) when the changes are co?Flet _ d. 

/4cfiLf<4d- * 
Secretary of De.fr:aae 

Incloeure 
Delegation‘of Authority 

#First a?endment (Ch 2, 7/14/72) 
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51Q5. 36 (Incl 1) 
Jul 14, 72 

DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY 

1. Pursuant to the authority vested in the Secretary of 
Defenrre, the Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency, or, in the 
absence of the Director, the pereon acting for him is hereby delegated, 
subject to the direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of 
Defense, and in accordance with Department of Defense policies, 
directives, and instructions, and pertinent OSD regulations, authority 
aa required in the administration and operation of DCAA to: 

a. Exercise the powers vested in the Secretary of Defense 
by Section 3101 of Title 5, U.S.C. and Section 302 of Title 5, U.S. C. 
pertaining to the employment, direction and general adminiatration’of 
DCM civilian personnel. I 

b. Fix rates of pay for wage board employees exempted 
from the Classification Act by 5 U. 6. C. 5102(c)(7) of that Act on the 
baeis of rates established under the Coordinated Federal Wage System. 
DCM, in f-g such rates, shall follow the wage Bchedule eetablished 
by DoD Wage Fixing Authority. 

c. Eatablieh such advisory committees and employ such 
part-time advisers as approved by the Secretary of Defense for the 
performance of DCAA fun&lone pursuant to the provisione of 10 U.S. C. 
173, 5 U.S.C, 3109(b), and the Agreement between the DOD and the 
Civil Service Commission on employment of experte and consultants, 
dated July 22, 1959. 

d. Mminieter oathe of office incident to entrance into 
the Executive Branch of the Federal Government or any other oath 
required by law in connection with employment therein, in accordance 
with the provieions of the Act of June 26, 1943, aa amended, 5 U.S. C. 
2903(b) and designate in writing, aa may be necetiaary, officers and 
employee8 of DCAA to perform this function 

e. Establish a DCAA Incentive Awards Board and pay 
carh awards to and incur neceeeary expenses for the honorary 
recognition of civilian employees of the Governmc;nt whose euggep- 
tions, inventions, superior accomplirhmento, or other personal _ 
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5LL15.3 6 (Incl 1) 
Jul. 14, 72 

efforts, including special acts or services, benefit or affect DCM 
or its subordinate activities in accordance with the provisions of 
the Act of September 1, 1954, aa amended, 5 U.S. C. 4503 and Civil 
Service Regulations. 

f. In accordance with the provisions of the Act of 
August 26, 1950, as amended (5 U.S. C. 7532); Executive Order 
10450, dated April 27, 1953, as amended; and DOD Directive 5210.7, 
dated September 2, 1966 (as revised): 

position; 
(1) Designate any position in DCAA as a “sensitive” 

(2) Authorize, in case of an emergency, the appoint- 
ment of a person to a sensitive position in the Agency for a limited 
period of time for whom a full field investigation or other appropriate 
investigation, including the National Agency Check, has not been 
coanpleted; and 

(3) Authorize the suapeneion, but not to terminate 
the cervices of an employee in the interest of national security in 
pos$tione within DCAA. 

Is. Clear DCM personnel and such other individuals as 
may be appropriate for access to classified Defense material and 
information in accordance with the provisions of DoD Directive 5210.8, 
dated 15 February 1962, “Policy on Investigation and Clearance of 
Department of Defense Personnel for Access to Classified Defense 
Information, I’ and of Executive Order 11652, dated March 8, 1972. 

h. Act as agent for the collection and payment of 
employment taxes imposed by Chapter 21 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954 and, as such agent, make aD determinations and 
certifications required or provided for under Section 3122 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and Section 205(p)(l) and (2) of the 
Social Security Act, as amended (42 U. 6. C. 405(p) (1) and (2)) with 
respect to DCAA employees. 
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5105.36 (Tncl 1) 
Ju114; 72 

I. Authorize and approve overtime work for DCM 
civilian officers and employees in accordance with the provieions 
of Section 550.1 of the Civil Service Regulations. 

1. Authorize and approve: 

(1) Travel for DCM civilian officers and employees 
3n accordance witp the Joint Travel Regulations, Volume 2. 

(2) Temporary duty travel only for military personnel 
assigned ar detailed to DCM in accordance with Joint Travel Regula- 
tiona, Volume 1. 

(3) Invitational travel to persons s-erving without 
compeneation whose coneultive~ advisory, or &her highly specialized, 
technical rerticea are required, in a capacity that i8 directly related to 
or in connection with DCAA activities, pureuant to the provision8 of 
Section 5 of the Administrative Expenses Act of 1946, as amended 
(5 u. s. c. 5703). 

k. Approve the expenditure of funds available for travel 
by military personnel assigned or detailed to DCAA for expenses 
incident to attendance at meetingrJ of technical, g.cientific, professional 
or other similar organizations in such instances where the approval of 
the Secretary of Defense or his designee is required by law ( 37 U.S. C. 
412). This authority cannot be redelegated. 

1. Develop, establish, and maintain an active and continuing 
Records Management Program, pursuant to the provisions of Section 
506(b) of the Federal Records Act of 1950 (44 U.S. C. 3102). 

n E#tahlish and uee Imprest Funds for making small 
prvcbaier of material and l ervices other than personal for DCAA 
whexi it is determined more advantageous and consistent with the beet 
intereats of the Government, in accordance with the protisions of 
DOD Instruction 7280.1, dated Auguzt 24, 1970, and the Joint Regula- 
tion of the General Services Administration -- Treasury Department -- 
General Accounting Office, entitled “For Small Purchasee Utilizing 
bnprest Funda II 
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n. Authorize the publication of advertisements, notices, 
or proposals in newspapers, magazines, or other public periodicals 
as required for the effective administration and operation of DCAA 
(44 U. S. C. 3702). 

o. (1) Establish and maintain appropriate Property 
Accounts for DCAA. 

(2) Appoint Boards of Survey, approve reports of 
survey, relieve personal liability, and drop accountability for DCAA 
property contained in the authorized Property Accounts that has been 
lost, damaged, stolen, destroyed, or otherwise rendered unserviceable, 
in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. 

P* Promulgate the necessary security regulations for the 
protection of property and places under the jurisdiction of the Director, 
Defense Contract Audit Agency, pursuant to paragraph III. A. and 
V. B. of DOD Directive 5200.8, dated August 20, 1954. 

Q- Establish and maintain, for the functions assigned, an 
appropriate publications system for the promulgation of regulations, 
instructions, and reference documents, and changes thereto, pursuant 
to the policies and procedures prescribed in DOD Directive 5025.1, 
dated March 7, 1961. 

r. Enter into support and service agreements with the 
military departments, other DOD agencies, or other Government 
agencies as required for the effective performance of responsibilities 
and functions assigned to DCAA, 

2. The Director, Defense Contract Audit Agency, may 
redelegate these authorities, as appropriate, and in writing, except 
as otherwise specifically indicated above or as otherwise provided by 
law or regulation. 

3. This delegation of authorities is effective immediately. 
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NUMW 7600. 3 
we Lnuary 4, 1974 

SUIJECT Intirnal Audit in the Department of Defense 

Refs: (a) DoD Directive 7600.2, "Department of Defense Audit Policies," 
August 19, 1965 

(b) DoD Instruction 7600.3, "Internal Audit in the Department 
of Defense," May 25, 1.~68 (hereby cancelled) 

(c) DoD Instruction 2010.1, "Support of International Military 
Activities," July 23, 1973 

(d) DoD Instruction 7600.5, "Internal Audit Staff Development 
programs; Qualifications and Supervisory Structure," 
January 4, 1974 

(e) ASD(Comp) memorandum, 'Interface Between Contract Audit and 
Internal Audit," December 26, 1966 (hereby cancelled) 

(f) ASD(Comp) memorandum, "Internal Audit Reports," June 20, 1967 
(hereby cancelled) 

(8) General Services Administration Federal Management Circular 73-2, 
"A&it of Federal Operations and programs by Executive Branch 
Agencies," September 27, 1973 

(h) Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizatione, Programs, 
Activities and Functions issued by the Comptroller General 
of the United States, June 1972 

I. PURPOSE 

A. This Instruction reissues reference (b) to update the policies 
' concerning organization, responsibilities and mission with 

respect TV internal audit in the Department of Defense under 
the provision of reference (a). 

B. Expanded guidance is provided with respect to the coordination 
between the central internal audit organizations an9 between 
the internal audit organizations and the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency; the exchange of technical information; and thereceptive- 
ness and utilization of internal audit results. Also, applicability 
of this Instruction is extended to the audit organizations of the 
Military Exchange Systems, 

II. APPLICABILITY 

'The general provisions of this Instruction apply to all the DOD 
Components. The provisions relating to management and performance 
of the internal audit function apply to the DOD Components authorized 
to have an internal audit organization (i.e., the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, and the Defense Supply 
Agency) and to other DoD Components to the extent specified herein. 
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III. ORGANIZATION FOR INl!ERNAL AUDIT 

A. Office of the Secretary of Defense e 
1. Internal audit functions at this level will be accom- 

plished by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller). 

2. Policy, coordination, evaluation and operating audit func- 
tions relating to internal audit activities throughout the 
Department of Defense will be the responsibility of the 
Deputy Assistant Secretary (Audit). 

a. Policy, coordination and evaluation fundicns include, 
but are not limited to: 

(1) Development of policies, plans and procedural 
guidance with respect to internal audit. 

(2) Ana4sis and evaluation (through observation of audit 
operations at headquarters and field offices, or 

' otherwise) of internal audit organizations and opera- 
tions including audit programs, scl-.edules, and reports. 

(3) Coordination of audit matters within the Department 
of Defense and with outside agencies such as the 
General Accounting Office. 

(4) Mssemination of Defense Component audit findings and 
recommendations to interested elements within the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, and obtaining 
s',atements of action taken on audit recommendations 
upon request by OSD offices or as deemed appropriate. 

'b. Operating audit functions include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 

(1) Perform internal audits and provide kit service 
to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the 
Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
other DoD Components, as assigned. 

(2)' Develop, plan, perform, and/or direct performance 
of DOD-wide audits of the Mlitary Assistance 
program and of other selected areas and functions. 

(3) Plan, perform, and/or direct performance of 
special. audits or audit surveys of selected areas 
xlthin the Department of Defense as requested or as 
deemed appropriate. 

/ 
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APPENDIX III 

B. Military Departments and Defense Supply &ency 

1. All internal audil?responsibilities (subject to the 
provisions of 1II.A. and 1II.G. of this Instruction), 
continental United States and overseas, shal.J. be 
ca;rried out by a single internal audit organization in 
each Military Department and in the Defense Supply Agency 
in order to assure independ.ence and to avoid duplication. . 

2. The head of the central audit organization in each DOD 
Component will be responsible to the Comptroller of the 
DOD Component. HoweveI?, in each DoD Component, adminis- 
trative arrangements shall provide for direct channels 
of couununication to higher levels as prescribed in 
reference (a). 

3. Field offices may be established as necessary to cafiy 
out effectively the mission of the audit organiza$ion. 
The field organization may include resident auditors at 
installations or coxmuand headqusrters where the volume 
of audit work or the need for particularly prcnnpt audit 
service warrant. Such field offices will be a part of 
the central audit organization and will be under the 
administrative and &hnical command ana control of the 
head of the central organizati&n. 

c. Defense Agencies Not Authorized to Have an Intez%al Audit 
Organization. All internal audit responsibilitiee for the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Defense Civil 
Preparedness Agency, Pefense &tmnu&ati& Agency, Defense 
Contract; Audit Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency, Defense 
Investigative Service, Defense Mapping Agency, Defense 
Nuclear Agency, Defense Security Assistance Agency, National 
Security Agency, and for such other Defense Agencies as may 
be designated, will be carried out by the Office o? the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). 

D. Executive ARent Assignments. Joint Defense offices or activi- 
ties for which a Military Depwttnent or Defense Agency is 
assigned as executive agent will be auaited‘by the Defense 
audit organization which has audit cognizance of the executive 
agent, if not otherwise prescribed. 

E. Unified ana Specified conrmands 

1. Internal audit of the headquarters of unified and 
specified connnwds (including headquarters of subordinate 
unified aom!naM8) dfi be the responsibility of the 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), 
In carrying out this r&ponsibility, the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Comptrdl.er) may 6&t&8 ulrim0 
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2. Internal audit cognizance of the Military Depadmnt 
components of unified, specified and subordinate unified 
cmds reets with the reepective Military DeparhQent 
audit organization6. - 

F. International Military A&ivltiee 

1. DOD Instruction 2010.1 (reference (c)) aeeigzm respond- 
bilitles and establishes methods far protiding budgetary, 
financial, logistical, and administrative qupport by 
agencies of the Department of Defense to International 
military activities. The functions prescribed therein 
will be audited, as appropriate, by the Defense audit 
organization which has audit cognizance of the DOD 
Cmponent assigned responsibility for national support. 

2. Internal audit of the U.S. element6 of internatlaml 
military activities, wherever appropriate in accordance 
with International agreements, will be the responsibility 
of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Compt,mUer), with aesistance, a8 appropriate, from the 
audit organization which has audit cognizance of the 
DoD Ccmpunent assigned responsibility for national 
eupport. l 

G. Other AudUM!me Activities at Variom Management Levels 

1. Audits of Nonappropriated Funds 

8. General. As stated in reference (a), no internaL 
-groups are authorized to be established 
(Lndependent of authorized central audit orgaui- 
zations) at any mmagefnent level, except that a 
DOD CompOnent may delegate responsibility for 
performing certain audits of nonappropriated fund 
activities,to lower levels. When this respond-, 
bility is assigned to commanders at lmer levels, 
perfomauce will be eubject to the technical ' 
g'uldance, aurveUlanci and review of the cognizent 
central audit organization. 

b. Military Exchange System 

(1) All Internal audit responsibilities withln a 
mllltary exchange system, contZm&alvllited 
States or overseas, shall be carried out by a 
single exchmgb audit orgaxiiz~tion to assure 
independence ti to avoid chiplication. To 
provide an adequate degrie of independence, 
the head of each exchange audit organizat&n 
shodld be reegonslble to the ‘hIghed ~IUal 
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OrganizationaL level, preferably to the cOrmnanaer 
or to a principal official reporting directly to 
the commanded. Field offices may be established 
as necessary to caxry out effectively the mission 
of the audit organization. Such field offices 
will be a psrt of the central exchange audit 
organization and wiU be under the administrative 
and technical control of the head of the exchange 
audit organization; To the extent feasible 
within resource avai4bSlity and other prlorities, 
exchange audit organizations and central audit 
organization6 of the DOD Components shall arrange 
to perform assist audits for one another wherever 
economy, efficiency or more effective audit 
coverage will result. 

Internal audits of the exchanges (including 
field locations) shall be conducted ln accordance 
with the provision6 of this Instructian with 
regard to internal audit rssponsibilitfes, 
mission, and scope (Section IV.); receptiveness 
and utilization of internal audit (Section V.); 
personnel (Section VI1.A.); audit frequency 
(Section VI1.d.); audit approach (Section VI1.D.); 
audit reports (Section VI1.E.); management 
requested a&Its (Section VI1.F.); and audits 
within combat theaters (Section VI1.G.). These 
provisions may be revised upon approval by the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) to 
provide for differences in the size, organization 
aid mission of the exchange audit organizations. 

2. The broad usage of the terms "audit" and "auditing" covers 
a variety of activities, some of which do not constitute 
internal audit as prescribed herein and consequently are 
not intended to be covered by this Instruction. 'These 
are as follows: 

a. Administrative examinations or "audits" of trans- 
actions, muchers, etc., which are a part of the 
regular operations constituting a ncu11.~1 element of 
inoernal control. 

b. Inspkctiotie and investigations perforaed by Inspector 
Generaland Procurement Management ReviewProgram 
personnel in accordance with their normally aseigned 
responsibilities. However, close coordination should 
be maintained between the audit and inspection organi- 
zations to emhange information where appropriate, 
au13 to avoid duplication qf effort. 
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c. Technical surveys and inspections &d'ormed by 
permnnel of the officee of the various staff 
elementgl in amdance with their normally ai%i.gned 
responsibilities. o 

d. Internal Review at br Echelons. mement at 
lower echelons is not precluded fromestablishing 
,groups which, while not performing independent or 
camprehensive audits, would serve as "trouble 
shooters" who may make special analyse's in comp- 
troller and other areas and assist in correcting 
deficiencies which Bpe revealed by audits, reports, 
analyses, observ&ions or other mean8. In 
authorizing such internal review activitieti at any 
echelon, c-e should be exercised to assure avoidance 
of duplication of intm1 audit functions as defined 
below which are assigned to the centralized audit 
organizatioae. 

Iv. IW~AUDITRESPONSIRILITIES, MISSIONAND SCOPE 

A. The purpose of internal audit is to lead to action which 
will improve the operations of the Deperknent of Defense. 
It is the independent review +nd evaluation of the effective- 
nees and efficiency with which managerial responsibilities 
arebeWcarriedout. It isean independent appraisal 
activity for the review of financial, operational, and 
Support activities as a basis for protective and constructive 
mrvice to nbanaghent. Internal audit review snd appraisal 
covers functions, organizations, syetems, proceduree, 
pm2tices and transections, records and documentation of all 
kiUd6. It 1s directed towad deterndnlng that wement 
controls, practices and procedures at all levels are adequate 
in concept sold effective in application and that they 
provide for adequate financial integrity and effective 
utilizstlon of resources available. It is a managerial, 
control which functions by measudng and evaluating effective- 
ness of other controls. I 

B. Subject to the authority, dire&Ion, and control of their 
~uperiare, the heads of Defense internal audit organizations 
will develop and execute plans, policies, proceduree, and 
pl~gram neceeeary to discharge inter%& au%t responsibilities. 

C.'To accauplish the overdl objective of seeitrting management 
at all leve38 in achie4ving efficient and effective admini- 
elartlqcl, audit activi~iee of Defense audit organizatious 
0rll.l ino* the ?ollJming: 

1. Rsrlsirbg EUU appraising the soundness, adequacy and 
agpUcation of accounting, financial and operating 

.controb. 

/ 
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2. Examining and appraising the adequacy and ei’fectlvenees 
of policies, systems, procedWe8, records, sad reports 
relating to programming, budgeting, accounting, procurt- 
merit, supply, financial or business transactions of all 
kinds, and other operations having 811 impact on the 
expenditure of fha6, utilization of resources, or 
accomplishment of management objectives. 

3. Appraising $erformence under, end ascertaining the 
extent of compliance with, established policies, 
procedures, regulations, laws, etc. 

4. Ascertaining whether resources (funds, personnel, 
material and other property) are properly justified, 
utilized, accounted for, disposed of, and safeguarded 
from loss. 

5. Ascertaining the reliability of accounting and other 
data and reports developed within the DoD Components 
and the need for, timeliness, aud usefulness thereof. 

6. Disclosing inefficiency, waste and other improper 
c0naiti0ns aad practices. 

7. Reporting the facts ascgrtalned and making recommen- 
dations in connection therewith to appropriate levels 
of management. 

D. Internal audit is a staff function which, to operate 
effectively, must be canpletely independent of line operations. 
The Internal auditor’s responsibility Is to examine, observe, 
Seview, and evaluate the policies, systems, and procedures, 

kand the performance thereunder, respecting all aspects of 
management for the purpose of reporting3 fitilngs a~@ making 
recommendations for corrective action to manegement. The 
existence of ad internal audit staff in po way relieves 
other personnel of dutie6 and responsibilities assigned to 
them: Full responsibility is vested in the DoD Compdrretlts 
and the various commands therein for proper mmegement; 
for protection and use of aesete uuder their control; for 
compliance with directives from higher authority; and for 
the ac,curacy, propriety, legality, apa reliabilfty of their 
actions. 

E. While the scope of Internal audit respmsibility is broad, 
it does not include criticism of msnagement deciWxm based 
upon after-the-fact substitution of the auditor’8 judgment 
for that of responsible management. Most management 
decisions involve risk and uncertainty. Thus, the fact 
that later events prove the decision to be wrong is not, 
taken by itself, a subject for audit reporting. It 
b’ecomes a subject, however, when the decision indicates 
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inefficient operations, inadequate procedures, or other 
dcficiencise, the reporting of which would lead to future 
improvements in oystema or procedures, or avoidence of 
errorn, The following are illustrative: 

1. Erroneous decisions made on the basis of incorrect 
or incasplete data because of deficienciee tn the 
information ryetern. 

2. Erroneous decisions arising from failure to consider 
data which were readily available at the time the 
decisidn was made. 

. 
3. Decisions resulting in actions which were contrary 

to law, policy or regulations. 

F. The internal auditor doer not have the authority to make 
changen, nor to order changer mede, in the procedlrea or 
operationn of the activities audited. The internal 
auditor is not reaponaible for developing sy&ema, method& 
and procedurea, nor for the performance of dutiee conati- 
tuting a part of regular Line operations. Such respon- 
ribilitier, would tend to give him a biased viewpoint when, 
in the courae of his audits, he would be required to 
appraire hi.0 own work. However, the auditor may call 
attention to problem area8 with respect to any of these 
mrttera and provide adviso’ry assistance to ayetern develop- 
ment personnel particularly with respect to such aepec:e 
ae internal controls and audit trails. The auditor, 
baaed upon his independent examinations, reviews, and 
appraisals, providea an advisory service and makes recom- 
mendationo to manegement for improvements and for the 
correction of deficiencies. It ia the responsibility 
of menagement to determine *mat action will be taken 
and to give the required corrective orders. This, how- 
ever, doem not relieve the audit etaff of the responsi- 
bility for following up on recoarmendations to determine 
whether they were given adequate consideration and that 
management ’ s ordera to accomplish changes and correct 
dcficiencier were effectuated. 

RECEPTIVeNESS AND UTILIZATION OF INTERNAL AUDIT BY DOD 
COPIP~S 

A. DOD Components will recognize, support, and utilire audit 
function8 and resulta and establish appropriate arrange-. 
mentr to ensure positive action on audit findings and 
recendationl aa prescribed in 1II.C. of DOD Directive 
7600.2, reference (a), 

B. Followup mystema shall be established to ensure that * 
appropriate managmnt action is taken to correct * 
erimting deficiencies and to prevent their recurrence. * 

1. Special attention @hall be given to audit reconmenda- * 

#Fir& amendment 

tiona involving potant%al tangible ravings of a aigni-* 
f icant amount . (Any potential savings of $100,000 or * 
more will autaPtically be conridered significant.) * 

For thir purpoea, tangible lavingn are those which * 
are reasonably measurable and can be tracked to re- * 
duced requiramntr for resourcer (from vhat otherwire * 
would be requfred in texm of funde, personnel or * 
autariel) for the particular function or functions * 
involved. * 

t21 1, 11/28/75) 
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3. Audit reporta should specifically identify functions or 
activities there taugible ravings can be achieved and show 
the estimted monetary impact of the audit recomeendetions. 

. 
C. Followup eyrtems shall include the following: 

1. Written statements, within a reasonable time period, by 
management official8 responsible for the audited activity. 

a. These statements should exprerr concurrence or non- 
cbnourrence in each audit finding end recomendation. 

b. Where concurrence ie indicated, the Gnagement caamntn 
shall deecribe the corrective actions which have-been 
taken or planned and the eat-ted dates for completion 
of the planned actions. 

c. Where the actions will be taken over an extended period 
of time, ruspenee dater ahould be established for cm- 
pletfon of major eegmenta of tha plan. 

d. Where mrnagenmnt nonconcurs in any findings and recom- 
mendations, the management cOmPlents shell include a 
statement of the reasons for nonconcurrence. 

e. If appropriate, management officials mey propose alter- 
native methods for accomplishing dentred improvements. 

2. Management ouen#ntr submitted in accordance with C.l. above 
shall be evaluated by rerponrible mnagewnt officials and 
by the cognizant internal eudit organization. 

a. Evaluationcr ahould coneider whether corrective ection 
taken or proposed is adequate and timely and whether 
savinge are achieved where poerible. 

b. Where the partlea responrible for evaluating reaponree 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
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* 
* 
* 

* 
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* 
* 
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* 
* 
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* 
and involved manegement cannot reach agreement, procedures * 
ehall be eetablirhed for referring significant ntatterr * 
to higher authority for resolution. * 

3. An independent office shall be araigned renpoaribility for 
monitoring action taken on audit reports to l saure proper 

2 

dirpoeition of’audit findings and reco&endatione. * 

a. ‘Thie office ehould be at a sufficiently high level to * 
~ovide authority needed to adequately perform.thie * 
function. * 

b. While it ie preferable that this function not be l origned * l 

to the central internal audit organization, this may be * 
neceseary in coma circwastancer for administretivi reaeons.* 

c. The office responsible for monitoring action on audit * 
reports will msintafn +me echedulea for rerpendfng to * 
and acting on recommendations, keep a record of the * 
disposition of ?eComendation~, l d muwit periodic reports* 
to.top,nmnagem+t officiala on itr activities identifying 1 
problem arean needing mmagament rttantlon, 

4. The followup eystem.shall include subsequent review on I * 
selected basis by the ce.ntral internal audit orpniration and * 
other review organinationa as nacearsry to assure that car- * 
rective artionr reported have l ctuelly been taken and ravingn * 

, 
#Flret ameadmat ('ch 1, 11/28/75) 
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achieved where pomible. In selecting cases for follow- * 
up reviews, special attention will be given to audit * 
recoemendations involving significant potential savings. * 

D. Cmmand replies, statements of action taken or position state- * 
ntents on audit findings and recomendations will be furnished * 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense when specifically * 
requested by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense * 
(Comptroller). * 

I 
E. As a supplement to DoD Component followup systems, a limited * 

number of the more significant audit reports will be selected 
for attention of the Secretary of Defense. The Office of 
the Aaeistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) shall: 

1. Review audit reports issued by the DOD Components and 
select certain reports or findings therefrom for special 
attention based on significance and/or special interest 
evidenced by OSD management officials. 

2. Request the head of the DOD Component or element having 
primary responsibility for the matters involved in each 
report to submit,within a specified time, an official 
position statement on the report including information 
on action taken or proposed with respect to the audit 
findings and recommendations. 

3. Arrange for evaluation of the position statement by 
appropriate OSD offices and submit the report, position 
statement and OSD evaluation to the Secretary of Defense 
with appropriate recannendations regarding any further 
actions required. 

4. Monitor followup actions directed by the Secretary or 
otherwise indicated to be necessary. 

F. ,Arrangements for followup by DOD Components on audit reports * 
f issued by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Comptroller) will be consistent with procedures prescribed 
by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) in 
eeparate instructions. 

VI. RRIATION$HIP WITH THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

A. As an agent of the legislative branch of the Government, 
the Comptroller General has been given extremely broad 
statutory authority to review the activities of executive 
agencies. The scope and extent of detailed examination 
work performed by General Accounting Office representatives 
are governed by the adequacy and effectiveness of an agency’s 
internal controls, including internal audit. This principle 
is set forth in Section 117(a) of the Accounting and Auditing 
Act of 1950 (31 USC 67) which, in part, provides: “...In 
the determination of auditing procedures to be followed 
and the extent of examination of vouchers and other docu- 
ments, the Comptroller General shall give due regard to 
generally accepted principles of auditing, including 

#First amendment (01 1, 11/28/75) 
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consideration of the effectiveness of accounting organi- 
zations and systems, internal audit and control, and 
related administrative practices of the respective agencies.” 

B. As the nature, quality, and scope of the audits performed 
by Defense auditors are important considerations affect- 
the manner in which the General Accounting 3ffice discharges 
its audit responsibilities, it is desirable that that office 
be kept fully apprised of Department of ,Defense audit 
activities. Consultation between audit representatives of 
the Department of Defense and the General Accounting Office 
on auditing programs, procedures, methods, and techniquea 
will promote a better understanding of each other’s 
objectives and should prove beneficial in improving the 
overall audit program, Close coordination of audit plans 
and schedules will serve to reduce unnecessary duplication 
of audit effort by the General Accounting Office. 

c. Consultations with General Accounting Office representatives 
on basic aud-it policies and other audit matters which affect 
or are of interest and concern to the Department of Defense 
as a whole should be coordinated with the Deputy Aselstant 
Secretary (Audit), Office of the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense ( Comptroller). This is not to be interpreted as 
a restriction on the Defense audit organizations consulting 
directly with General Accounting Office representatives, 
but is to assure that major audit matters are bllought to 
the attention of all concerned within the Department of 
Defense, . 

D. The Defense internal audit organizations should make maximum 
use of GAO reports as a means of constantly improving the 
breadth, scope, and coverage of their own audit programs, 
These reports should be reviewed and action taken at3 
neceeecuyto assure that problem we88 reported by GAO are 
prOVi&d 8pprOpd.8te internS1 audit CO+tmage. 

VII. Cfl!HER AUDIT POLICIES 

It Is essential for maximum audit errectiveneee that all level8 
Of Oper8tiOn8 be subject t0 audit review and appr8iS81 in 811 
integrated, coordinate4,. and comprehensive manner. This requires 
8 highly competent, independent audit staff fully cognizant of 
the responsibility it hae to furnish objective audit eervice to 
811 levela 0r management. In order to accomplish audit objectives 
effectively end efficiently, the following general policlee will 
QF4: 
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A. Perwxmel 

1. The central audit erganimations of the DoD Cmta 
and the exchmge audit organizations will es@blish, 
tithin wailable financial and other re8ource8, 
recruiting, training, and. career developoaentprogr8mi3 
necesearyto devetip ardmdntalnacompetentand 
effective professional audit staff. All such progrmm 
till be coordinated .x&h the Office uf the Asrristant 
Secretary of Defense (Coanptroller) to assure~thf4t 
joint progrew are conducted to the maxirmm? feasible 
extent. These progrsms and atiit staff qd.ificationa 
and supervisory structtie &all conform to the provisions 
of DOD Instruction 7600.5, reference (a), Upon a OV81 

by the AssistaM Secretary gf Defense (Comptroller s the T 
standardo in reference (a) ma;y be modified to accommodate 
differences In the organization, mission and personnel 
syatem6 OP the exchanges. . 

2. Where an internal audit organization assigns auditor6 
to an Installation or comand headquarters on 8 contin- 
uoua basis, provision shall be made for rot&on of the 
resident auditor-in-charge no less freqwtly than 
every five yews. Exceptions to this frequency of 
rotation ma~r be made under compelling circwWe8. 
A practice of rotating resident staff auditors on the 
@me baais, Is encouraged to the extent feaeibLe. 

B. Audit Coordination Among Defense AudSt Organizations 

1. 

2. 

Auc'?t of Joint Agencies or Activities. Joint agencies 
or activities, not specifically covered heretofore, 
involving two or more DoD Compments will be assigned 
to one Defense audit organization for audit. Assign- 
ments will be de by the Aeeistant Secretary of Defense 
(Cmptroller). Any actWitles of this type not under 
any audit cognizance, or subject to audit by two or more 
Defense audit organizations, will be repoPted to the 
Aseistant Sec!mtary of Defense (Corrptroller) for internal 
auait assignment. 

8. When titerml audits requtre verificatitm of 
copztractor data or recbrde at contractors~ plants, 
the internal audit.organization normally should 
obtain fart-finding assistance from the Defense 
Contrect Audit Agency. 
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* be The contract auditor may provide assistance to the 
internal auditor where.~viding assistance doe6 
not cmf'lict with his basic role of providing 
advisory services to contracts officers. Aselst- 
ance requiring contract auditors to evaluate 
contracting officers' performsme would not be 
appropriate; whereas assistance requiring evalu3tlon 
of contractors' performance may be appropr$ate. 

c. Internal auditor6 are not normally precluded fran 
reviewing contractors' books and records when DCAA 
acknowledges that it cannot provide the assistance 
required because (1) the assistance requested 
concerns matters beyond the proper role of DCAA, 
(2) *he provision of the assistance would impede 
the prompt execution of DCAA'S primary role of 
prOviaing~cOeingand financial~~t 
advisory services regarding contracts and subcxmtract8 . 
to all DOD Components, or (3) the provision or 
ciched+ng of assistence would result in undue delays 
or inefficiencies in the accompU&ment of internal 
audit objectives. In s&h casea, arrangements ioor 
accesswillbemadethro~codract administration 
channels, and be in accordance with contractual 
provisions. If the data or information required by 
the internal auditor are not available in contract 
audit files, he will obtain contract audit assistsnce 
when feasible and mutually agreeable, or be afforded 
access to those contractor records necessary to 
complete properly the internal audit functions 
either in conjunction with contract auditors or 
independeM.y, 

a. Contract audit working papers, reports sap files will 
be made available to and will be used to the mBxiwIp 
practicable extent by internal auditors in the 
internalauditofthe procurement, contractedminI- 
&ration or related functions. 

e, Arrangements for access tq contract audit file8 will 
be made between field offices of the Defense internal 
audit organizations -theDefense Coritract Audit 
Agew. 

f.. Int&nal auditors will advise cognizant contract 
audit field offices in advmce of their entry into 
B corktractor location invol~ access to contrmdor 
personnel or records. 
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In certain instances, contract audit6 involve 
work at a Defense installation or remote 
location where the nature of the work, proximity 
of an internal audit office, or other fcrctors 
make it more practical or economical for the 
contract auditor to obtain assistance from an 
internal auditor. Such cross-service audit 
assistance is encouraged. , 

3. Coordination of Internal Audits 

a. 

b. 

Internal audit organizations shall arrange to 
perform complete or assist audits for one another 
whenever economy, efficiency,, or more effective 
audit coverage will result. Factors to be 
considered include the geographical location 
of audit offices, nature and type of atilt wn-k 
required, availability of qualified personnel,. 
etc. Each a&it organization should be alert 
particularly to request assist audits, as 
necessary, where effective audit coverage of a 
program or functidn involves matters which extend 
across departmental and agency organizational 
boundaries. Assist audit arrangements should 
be worked out between the Defense audit organ%- 
zations with assistance, aa~neceesaxy, from 
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller). 

tn some instances, one department or egency has 
overall management responsibil$ty for a given 
program and performance of certain support 
function8 is assigned to one .br more of the 
other departments or agencies. An fxemple is 
where one DOD Component has manegement and 
ownership responsibilities for inventoxies'which 
ere in the custody of other c'irmponents. 'Effective 
audit of total program responsibilities in such 
situations require6 a coordinated audit approach 
which provides for concurrent.eoverage of the 
functions performed by the progrem manager and 
the functions performed by the other I@D Component. 
In such cases, the audit agenuy cognizant bf the 
program manager is responsible for planning the 
required audits. Performance will be accomplished 
with the use of appropriate assistance by the 
audit organizations cognizant of the DOD Components 
g*ovld~ eupport. Requests for aseistance should 
be furnished suff~hntly in advance so ,ththe 
assi&.ng audit organizationb.can incorpora$.e the 
workload in their annual audit prograais, 'The 
audit organizations cognizent of the compone& 
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providing support will be reepoaeible ~oxmal4 
for audit of those function8 perfomed by their 
DOD Component. The eeaisting audit orgaaizaticm 
will cooperate with the audit organization 
cognizant of the program manager to the extent 
feasible within resource availability and 
priorities, in working out mutual4 acceptable 
arrangements for: 

APPENDIX III 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4j 

Providing assietmce in developing’the 
audit program including access to their 
components’ facilities a8 neceesary for 
survey work and monitoring the overall 
audit. 

Arranging the frequency, timing, and 
approaches of the audits. 

Conducting the audita in accordance with 
the program prescribed. 

Furnishing cogles of their audit reports 
to the audit organization cognizant of 
the program manager. 

If circumstances exist which m&e it impracti- 
cable for an audit organization to provide 
appropriate audit aeeistance with respect to 
activities tier it6 cognizance for an audit 
such ae described above, then the audit organi- 
zation will coordinate access to theee actid - 
tie6 for the audit organization cognizant of 
the p”ogram manager to perform the audits deemed 
necesmxy. In the event that dispute6 arise 
with respect to the audits describe&above that 
cannot be reeolved within the DaD Camponente , 
involved, they will be referred to the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) for reaolutiak. 

4. ISxchange of ~Tachnical Information ’ 

ati In order to facilitate audit co0rainatim where 
desirable and to assure that each audit organi- 
zation ha8 knowledge of, and acceea to, 
techidcal developnente within the other audit 
organizations, there should be a free and direct 
interchange of copfee of audit program, inatruc- 
l-dons, and other material relating to audit 
methods and techniques, as well.as reprerentative 
auitlt repoPts. . 
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b. Asa minimums. the ,fo&lov@g types of material 
will be exchanged 8mong %he bedqmrtere offices 
of the audl organizations: 

(1) In6tructions 8nd other audit agency iesu- 
ance~, a8 defined in Section X.B. herein, 
which ipplement DOD policy directives and 
iabtructione. , 

(2) Informstion relatw to audit of autcmtk 
data processing ivystems and equimt 
including retrieval software, data banks, 
autonmtic d8ta proceesing (ADP) audit 
program, and techniques for m8kbg greater 
use, of’ ADP to assiet audit performme. 

(3) Internal audit repor%s where findings or 
rec~en&bt~~ons~‘directly or indikectly 
impact ‘upon or m8jce reference to another 
DOD dep8rtmnt of agency. Thlg includes 
sending the befense Contract Audit Agency 
a copy of audit reports which .imp8ct upon 
or make jTeferenCe t0 that agency m 
cantracdors it audits in any subetantive 
manner. 

(4) Annual intern81 audit plans which contain 
date on audit priorities, areas of emphasis 
and major audits. Firm plms and echedules 
will be exchanged as soon as iseued by 
each au&i,t org~,eiri;ion which normally will 
be on or before $he first &y of’ the 
fieca?. ye8r. In’ *aith, tentative data 
shauld be elcchenged during the sudit 
planning and scheduling process. Since 
thie process extends normally fmda six 
to twelve monthEi prior to the b;egi@ng 
of the fiscal y&d, target dated .df’ 
December 15 and March 31 of each year 8re 

’ prescribed for e&Wnge of. tentative 
plfmning infmmation. 

C. Audit Frequency 
b’ 

1. Genewa 

a. Regulations of DOD components prescribing rigid 
r~Wementi3 for pe0a~c audite of given arc*Witiefl 
or fkxction6 should be held to a minimum. AuW 

,, tgbwhaeia aoq+~I bq .p.*cea 5Wre oeed,.wietg.,,- zll I 
dielectisg 8&G “km!! fuuctiokre fos”ccmc.efitr&~ed 
‘iiudfb coverage anh in aeimxuiniqg the extent 03 
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audit tests, a hi& degree of jud@ent ie requimd 
to assure that limited audit resource8 are applied 
in the most productive manner. However, proper 
management of the audit plagram by the audit 
organizations requires systematic advance planning 
of audit schedules in consideration of total audit 
workload and reasonable audit frequencies. To 
provide for reasonably consistent audit covemge 
throughout the Department of Defense, the staMards 
set forth in 2 below, are prescribed. 

b. In consonance with the foregoing, the biennial 
frequency standard specified below is to be construed 
as a desirable objective, rather than as a naodatory 
requirement. It Is recognized that sllppsge in 
achieving this frequency with avallable or attainable 
audit resources may occur as a result of higher 
priority audit requirements (1) imposed by OSD or 
depertmental/agenc y management officials , or 
( 2) determined by audit officials in accordance 
with policy guidance, set forth below in VII.D.2., 
concerning integrated-type audits of selected 
organizations, programs, systems and Functions. A 
reasonable portion of audit resources should be 
directed to audits of this type in addition to, or 
coordinated with, cyclic coverage of individual 
inst.aU.ations or activities. 

2. Standards 

a. Installations or activities (entities) perfoming 
significant responsibilities should be scheduled 
for comprehensive audit coverage on the basis of a 
normal cyc'.e of two years. Significance should be 
judged in terms of such factors aa mission and 
reaowxes managed or controlled. In general., the 
performance {to other than a minor degree) of one 
or any combination of functions such as, but not 
limited to, the follow should be deemed to 
warrant biennial audit coverage: 

( 1) Supply Management ( including inventory management) 
(2) Procurement 
(3) Contract Administration 
(4) Depot Maintenance 
(5) Depot Su’gply Operations 
(6) Centralized Accotiting or Disbursing 
(7) Industrial .Fund Operations 
(8) Reeearch and Development 

The ma,jor funotiona of the entity should be provided 
comprehensive coversge on a biennial basis whether 
the audit is performed on a periodic basis (mobile 

. auditors) or on a continuous basis (resident auditors). 
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b. Eotitiee or individual fWctlone of an entity may 
be audited more f!twquently than biennially if 
conditfons discBmed by a previous audit, the 
sensitive nature of the functions performed, 
management requestts, or other circumstauces, 
indicate more frequent coverage to be necessary. 

C. Entities which do not merit comprehensive audit 
coverage on a biennial baeis by reason of their 
sml3. size or mission may be audited on a less 
fhquent basis or be exempted from regular audit 
coverage. However, such entities should be 
surveyed at least every four years to determine 
whether their exemption from biennial coverage 
should be continued. 

a. F&h internal audit organization shall maintain an 
ixwentory of all entities uuder its awILt cognizance. 
For those entities identified as subject to bie2mis.l 
audit coverage, the inve@zy, as a midmm, ahall. 

, ahow the rime and location, the date of the last 
audit and the direct man-hours expended, end an 
updated estimate of the direct man-hour6 required. 
For those entities identified as exempt fram 
bfenaial audit coverage, the Inventory, as a 
rain-, shall show the nsme mcl location, .the 
date of the last audit or survey, the direct 
rnsn-hours, expended, end the scheduled date for the 
next audit or survey. 

D. Audit Approach 

1. In accordabnce with the concept of internal audit expressed 
herein, Intel au&it activities should be directed 
toward IdentUying, reporting, end making appropriate 
recamnendattow regarding conditions that cause or 
contribute to inefficient operations, deficiencies, and 
errors of omission or commission. Of primary concern 
ie the prevention of deficiencies; of secondary concern 
ia the detection of deficiencies tmd errors which 
occurred In the past. Detailea ewti0n 0f tran~- 
sctlone and apporting docments will be limited to 
lh%t deqmed necessary baaed upon appraisal of the 
aMquacyof systems, procoduree, end iriteraalcantrols. 

2. A&i%% Wverege, from the stardpaiat of both depth and 
acope, ShouJd place emphasis on .significant management 
areas sad operational functims including euch aregs as 
determination of requireme~te, progmmiug, budgeting, 
procurement, inventory msnqement, and utiUzation of 
remnmces, as well as the accounting and reporting areas. 
The audit organizations should program and perform. 
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audits al sekoted wear on UI iata#Md buir *ioh 
permits Bcroae-the-board eppraisal of OrgaUcrtiaLl, 
programs, systems, and fundzion~. 

3. Contruyto the concept of exterualawUtiag in the 
commercial mme, the internal 8udltor~r em&nation 
ordinarily is not conducted for the princip8lpurpoee 
of certify@ to the rellabllity of flnmcial statement6 
produced wlthti the orgmization. The pr iti prrpore 
18 rather to appralee the effectlvenesr of mnagement. 
If the nmnagement controls and accounting q&ear are 
operatlng effectively, reliance generally cm be placed 
on the fLnancia1 statements produced. 

E. Audit Reports 

1. Objective and complete reporting of aU pertinerrt and 
significant facts to appropriate mbuagauent levels is 
the keystone of the internal audit function. AnyMng 
lest3 than complete integrity and full disclosure of, 
significant matters in audit reporting destroys the 
value of the audit service. to mnegement. As a 
corollmy, reported findings must be adequately 
supported and presented in proper perspective to 
convey their impact and significance. This place6 a 
heavy responsibility on audit mnagement to in~urc the 
maintenance of professional stadards of conduct, 
judgment, and objectivity. Each audit organization 
shall maintain audit report review prcmduree which 
meet the stance set forthbelow. 

APPENDIX III 

a. Each audit report will be reviewed, before releaee 
in final form, byatleaetone eupervieorylevel 
within the audit organization above that of the 
individual responsible for performing the audit. 

b. Review procedures wU.l be designed tmprotride 
assurance that: 

(1) All siguiflcmt audit Plndings are Included 
in the audit rqort. 

(2) Finaings are fullydevelopedand logically 
and fe&udlymlpportea. 

(3) Impact, significance and lmaerly$ng catmel of 
deflcienclee are Identified to the ext& 
feaei.bl;e. 

(4) Recmnendatlona aremm&ructfve, mmnUgful 
and supportedbythe ftidings. 
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(5) Lengthy reports include a s -Y highlighting 
the principal findings and recommendations in 
a manner which describes their significance 
for the benefit of top-management officials. 

(6) Appropriate comments from the audited activity 
have been included In the report (see VII.E.3). 

(7) Auditors who drafted the report are informed 
of substantial changes made during the review 
process and the reasons for the changes. 

c. Review procedures shall also provide for review at 
the audit organization headquarters or at the 
highest field supervisory level, prior to release 
of audit reporte, of findings involving signifi- 
cant matter8 whic?a msy extend beyond the audited 
activity or T-% highly sensitive. These include 
findings that: 

' (1) Involve nonconcurrence at the entity being 
audited. r 

, 

(2) Rave a potential impact at organizational 
levels above that of the audited activity. 

(3) Involve apparent fraud, defalcation, or 
malfeasance. 

(4) Are concerned with apparent violations of 
Sections $70 or 3679 of the Revised Statutes. 

(5) Are concerned with problem areas which may 
affect similar commsnd functions or activities 
at other bases or installations. f 

II 
d. Supervisory reviews or inspections of audit field 

offices performed by headquarters or intermediate 
heaZlquarters offices shall include sufficient post 
rwiews ofworklngpapers, draft end finalreports 
to assure understanding of and compliance with the 
procedures outlined above. 

2, Reports of audit till be directed to the management 
level having the authority snd responsibility to as6ure 
that appropriate action'is taken on the findiags and 
recommendations contained therein. Consistent with the 
concept of centralized internal audit and the obligation 
to serve all management levels, It is essential that 
siepificant matters be repkted to top levels*of manage- 
ment. Significance should be judged in ConsideratLon 
of the extent of a given deficiency or pattern of - 
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3. 

deficienciee, eeneitivity or criticality of the aatter, 
-d/or the degree oi dagarrrcnt attention required to 
effectuate corrective action. Rqorting to top manage- 
ment should be iu the form moat appropriate In the 
circwtances, which nray be regular reports of audit, 
special reporte, or sumwry reports. l4e&tere reported 
may represent especially significant fladiuge resulting 
from an indLvidua1 audit, or significant patterns or 
trends apparent from eum6irizing the reaults~of a nmber 
of individual audits. 

Report drafts nomd.ly will be submitted to audited 
organizations for comment. Camnente received normaUy 
will be included in the reports verbatim protided the 
comments are pertinent. Exceptionally lengthy or 
imusterial caments may be paraphrased with the key 
points highlighted. Where appropriate, auditors' views 
on the comments should be included. Exceptdam may be 
made at the discretion of a DOD Component for audit 
reports issued to levels below the departmental or 
agency headquarters level, or where following the 
prescribed procedure would ,unduly -delay issuance of 
the audit report. 

4. Copies of audit reports and summaries thereof lesued to 
comand or staff elements at the departmental or agency 
headquarters level shall be distributed to the Offlce 
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 
promptly upon issuance. Copies of audit reports issued 
to lower echelons need be furnished to representatives 
of the Office of the Assistant Secretmy of Defense 
(Comptroller) upon specific request only. 

F. ManaAement Requests for Audit Service. Requests by mange- 
merit officials at all levels for specific audit mrk should 
be accommodated to the greatest exient practicable in ' 
consideration of audit priorities and available adlt 
r'esources . However, no arrangements should be entered Into 
which would have the effect of diluting the independence 
or objectivity of the audit work or restricting the proper 
distribution of reports thereon. In all cases, the distri- 
bution to be given audit reports shall be detennlned by 
the cognizant audit organization based on the policies 
dontained herein, particularly in VII.E.2. 

‘G. Internal Audits Within Con&& Theaters 

‘r. As stated in III.B.l of DOD Directive 7600.2, al& 
&ganizational components and levels of operationz will 
be subject to independent and comprehensive audit review 
and appraisal. This applieewlt~ca&attheatem to 
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the extent that carrying out the audit f'unctions will 
not interfere with combat operations nor obstruct 
United States purposes. 

e 
2. Upon the outbreak of hostilities in any area or in 

emergency situations where outbreak of hostilities 
appears imminent, regularly scheduled audits may be 
temporarily suspended by the theater commander, 
departmental or higher authority- Notification of any 
such suspensions till be furnished praorptly to the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). However, 
in any area where this has been done, the situation 
wili be reviewed at least every sFX months by respon- 
sible departmental or higher authority, and normal 
audits will be resumed, after coordination with the 
theater commsnder, to the extent this can be done 
without interfering with combat operations. Suspension 
of audits within a combat area for a period in excess 
of one year must be approved by the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Comptroller). Normally, such apval 
will be given only when conditions are 80 unstable and 
lines between actual combat operations and support 
operations are so f1u.a and undefined that effective 
audits cannot be made or the attempt to audit would 
interfere with combat operations or obstruct United 
States purposes. 

3. Audits tithin combat theaters will emphasize the 
adequacy ana effectiveness of the support furnished 
combat forces and the controls in being to prevent 
unauthorized diversion of equipm(xt, supplies or other 
resources. Functions to be covered, to the extent 
feasible, include logistics functions (e.g., supply, 
procurement, maintenance, construction, etc.), 
assistance to foreign military forces, and administra- 
tive support activities. Normally, no attempt will 
be made to extend audit coverage to units actually 
engaged in combat, unless specifically requeeted by 
local.or higher level commanders. 

VIII. Audit Policies Rosiulgated by the General ServLces Adminietra- 
tion (G&Q 

GSA Federal Management Circular 73-2, reference ig), sets forth 
policies to be followed in the audit of Federal operations end 
programs by executive aepartment~ ad establishments. It 
includes a provision that the Standards for Audit of Governmental 
Organizations, Frogrsms, Activities and Functions issued by 
the Comptroller General of the United States, reference (h), 
All be the basic criteria on which audit coverage and operations 
are based. The policies prescribed in this Instruction are 
consistent with, and implement, reference (g). 
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IX, CANCELUTIOI’J 

Reference8 (b), (e) snd ( f) are hereby supereeded and 
cancelled. 

., 

.-b. IMPLEMENTATIOIV 

A. Esch DOD Cunpanent ehall take action to assure that its 
policies and proceduree exe consistent with this 
Instruction. 

B- !lM copies of implementing Fnstructicns shall be 
furnished to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Audit), OASD (Comptroller), wlthin three (3) months from 
the date hereof. Copies of subsequent changes to the 
implementing inetructlons shall be furnished when Issued. 
Implementing instructions should be construed to include 
copies of audit instructions, regulations, bulletins, 
maauals, programs, etc., Issued by the headquarters of 
the Defense internal audit organizations. 

XI. EFFECTIVE DATE 

This Instruction is effective Imediately. 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Comptrollk) 
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